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An industrial waste survey was conducted in the city of iindsor

by the Industrial a.ste Branch of the Ontario later zesources Commission

to provide information on quantities and characteristics of industrial

waste waters discharged to the municipal sewers - sanitary, storm and com-

bined, or to the natural watercourses within the city boundaries. The

information obtained during the survey was considered to be that which

would be of use to the city of tiiindsor Engineering Department in the lay-

out and design of any future works planned for the transportation or treat-

ment of sanitary sewage carrying waste waters from industrial processes.

The field work for the survey was carried out between July and November

1960. :,ssistance and guidance was solicited from the city of '.Jindsor

Building Commission, the city of indsor Department of forks, the Greater

'lindsor Industrial Commission, Metropolitan AnOsor Health Unit and the

1indsor Utilities Commission Water Division.

Much of the previous industrial waste work done in the `%lindsor

area by the Ontario later Resources Commission was field studies for the

International Joint Commission, and only those industries involved in

contamination or possible contaminations of boundary waters were concerned.

In summary, this survey indicated that the majority of the

industrial waste loading can be attributed to relatively few industries.

The food and beverage processing industries, including; brewing, distilling,

and meat packing discharged 8a,; of the industrial loading of biochemical

oxygen demand, and these same industries, plus the automotive plants, dis-

charged 95;1 of the suspended solids loading. Plating plants and industries

J
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housing metal finishing operations discharged varying amounts of cyanide

and heavy metals such as cadmium, copper, chromium, iron, nickel and

zinc. If considered in the design of a sewage treatment plant, the normal

total effluent from the industries in the city of Windsor should not have

a detrimental effect on the operation of such a plant. The industries

discharging waste waters directly to natural watercourses such as the

Chrysler Corporation, the Ford 11-rotor Co. and Hiram Walker & Sons, should

review their disposal practices with a view to reducing the concentrations

of contaminating constituents to meet the Objectives for ',Mater :juality in

the Province of Ontario, or should segregate the offending streams for

discharge to the municipal sanitary sewers when treatment facilities

become available.

It is usually accepted that industry should pay an assessment on

the cost of treatment based on their relative needs and that in some cases

industry must partially treat their process waste waters before discharge

to the municipal system, but that the control of the quantity and quality

of the waste waters must be according to the requirement of the r.unici-

pality.
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METHOD OF DIVESTIGATIO" r.i?D C021DUCT OF THE SURVEY

The total number of industries located in Windsor was about

400, but many of these may be arbitrarily defined as dry, or ones having

no process waste waters requiring treatment. The dry type industries were

eliminated from a complete list of the industries by means of consultation

with the Assistant Industrial Commissioner and others familiar with the

type of operations carried out in Idindsor's industrial community. A check

was made to locate all wet process industries by means of the volume of

municipal water consumed according to the records of the Windsor Utilities

Commission 'Mater Department. This method was successful in locating the

number of industries which consumed water at a rate beyond the normal

requirements for domestic purposes.

The final list of industries contained essentially all the wet

process industries, the major industries, all fermentation, food, meat

packing, pharmaceutical, chemical industries, any industry involved to

any degree in metal finishing operations such as pickling, anodizing or

plating, any industry whose waste characteristics were known from past

experience to produce a waste water and all those industries of which

process facts were unknown.

A map of the city sewerage system was laid out by the survey

party using the facilities of the Department of Works. Five ward-by-ward

charts of the sewers graphed by the city's engineering staff were used to

plot the public sewers on a 2 x 3:z
foot street map obtained from the

Vindsor Utilities Commission Water Department. This combined map, indi-

cating all storm, sanitary and combined sewers within Windsor greatly
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facilitated the locating of sewered outfalls from the industries investi-

gated.

The industrial investigations consisted of consultations with

management, interviews with operation personnel, inspection of plant

operations and waste disposal facilities and the collection, analyses,

and flow measurement of waste waters where this was considered necessary.

The analyses were performed in accordance with procedures described in

"Standard Piethods for the Examination of 'dater and Vastewater" Eleventh

Edition 1960, at the Laboratory of the Ontario dater Resources Commission

in Toronto.

t
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IPTDUSTiIAL '.d.ITPR S`TPPLY

The industrial water consumption in the city of Windsor is

probably in the order of 10 million gallons per day. Although most of

the industries obtained their water from the municipal supply, two plants,

Ford ilotor Co. and Hiram Walker & Sons, pumped water directly from the

Detroit River, and two other industries had private wells to supplement

their supply of city water. General Foods Ltd. used well water for cool-

ing purposes, and discharged this water, uncontaminated, down an older

well. Jindsor Packing Co. Ltd. used ground water for industrial purposes,

and discharged it to the city sewers.

Of the total industrial water consumption, approximately 60gj

was obtained from the municipal water supply and the remainder was pumped

from the sources mentioned above, but mainly the Detroit River. A rough

estimation of the uses for the industrial. consumption of 10 million gallons

per ddy indicated 10o for sanitary use, 40) for use in processes, and 500

for cooling purposes.

The water consumption figures used in the individual industrial

reports were averaged values for the first 6 months of 1960, obtained

from the Windsor Utilities Commission Water Division.
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INDUSTTZIAL 'JtLSTE DISP06;iL

The total industrial waste flow in the city of Windsor was

in the same order of magnitude as the industrial water consumption, that

is 10 million gallons per day, most of which was discharged during the

eight hour day shift. Approximately 4% of these waste waters were

discharged to the city sewers, 15;" to the Grand I-Iarais Ditch, which

is a natural watercourse joining Turkey Creek, a tributary of the

Detroit River, and 45;') directly to the Detroit 'liver.

Most of the sewers in the city of !indsor were combined

sewers, that is they carry storm water and sanitary wastes. The major

portion of Ward 1, and the southern portions of 'lards 2 and 5 were the

only sections of the city equipped with separate storm and sanitary

sewers. All combined and sanitary sewers in the city discharged to

the Detroit River. The storm sewers in ':lard 1 also flowed into the

Detroit River. Storm sewers in :;ard 2 emptied into the Grand Marais

Ditch and in lard 5 they jointed the combined sewers.
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At the present time the sewerage system in '!indsor does not

include treatment facilites. The installations include sanitary, storm

and combined sewers for sanitary sewage and storm water, and pumping equip-

ment for the transportation of sanitary sewage, industrial waste waters and

storm water to the Detroit River or its tributaries, without pretreatment.

The majority of the outfalls dischared alon,; the whole lengths of the Detroit

River waterfront. The outfalls are of various sizes from 15 inch diameter

to ten feet by six feet cross sections, and of approximately 32 outfalls

discharging to the Jetroit River, one is for sanitary sewage, four are for

storm water and twenty eight are for combined sanitary and storm flows.

Numerous sanitary sewers, especially in -.lards 1, 2 and 5 tie into the com-

bined sewers. In addition, there are two storm sewer outfalls to the Grand

Marais Ditch and one to the I1cKee drain.

A preliminary sewerage report had been prepared by a firm of

consulting engineers and from the limited information available at the time

of the compiliation of this report, the general picture is thought to be

as follows: Parts I and II dealt with the upstream areas including; the

towns of Tecumseh and Liverside, Sandwich Last Township and a very small

section of ?,+indsor. Part III concerned the city of lindsor proper, the

town of Ojibway and the townships of Sandwich lest, South and parts of Last.

Proposals were made for directing the sewage flow from the Greater ',indsor

area to a main sewage treatment plant located downstream near the west bound-

ary of 'indsor with a very small proportion being directed upstream to a

plant located in the vicinity of the present Riverside sewage treatment

plant.
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The following is a brief description to outline the activated

sludge process and some of the reasons for adequate control of industrial

waste waters to ensure a high quality effluent. The process consists of

two stages; preliminary and secondar;,r. In primary treatment the raw

sewage is settled, and the collected solid are digested biologically. The

liquid effluent from the primary stage enters the secondary, an aeration

chamber, where it is oxidized biologically, and then settled. The waste

activated sludge from the final clarifier is also directed to the digester,

while the overflow from the final clarifier is usually chlorinated, and

then discharged to a natural watercourse.

The critical processes in activated sludge treatment plants

are the biological digestion and oxidation processes. :since these opera-

tions are biological, they must be protected from materials detremental

to the growth and survival of the microscopic organisms which are respon-

sible for the biological activity in the sewage treatment plant. To

insure efficient or adequate sewar;e treatment, the plant must be protected

from materials that are toxic to the biological processes, and also the

plant must not be overloaded hydraulically or in oxygen demand. The re-

sponsibility of providing protection for the sewage treatment plant falls

to the city of 'Jindsor. Once treatment facilities are in operation, sewer

ordinances governing the discharge of industrial wastes to city sewers

can be eiforced to help assure the continuous and efficient operation of

the treatment facilities. Information concerning sewer by-laws is avail-

able, and a frequently used reference is the '71anual of Practice

Number 3, Municipal Sewer Ordinances" recommended by the 1<,ter

Pollution Control Federation. Many municipalities in the Province of Ontario
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have enacted and are enforcing by-laws based on information in this refer-

ence. The limits quoted in the individual industrial reports on the con-

centrations of sewage or industrial waste constituents usually accepted for

discharge to municipal sewers, are those that are suggested frequently in

municipal sewer ordinances.
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The analyses performed on samples collected for this survey are

listed below with a brief explanation of each as an aid in interpreting

the significance of the analytical results.

Acidity - The acidity of water is usually caused by small amounts of

carbonic acid in equilibrium with dissolved carbon dioxide, mineral acids,

and salts of strong acids and weak bases. The presence of acidity in fresh

domestic sewage indicates an acidic industrial waste discharge.

Alkalinity - Natural waters are usually alkaline because of the

presence of bicarbonate, carbonate and hydroxide components. Industrial

discharges high in alkalinity can effec+ the hardness of the receiving

stream and deposit calcium carbonate scale in sewers if hydroxide or

"caustic" alkalinity is present. Both acidity and alkalinity are reported

as ppm calcium carbonate.

Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD) - This test indicates the amount of

oxygen required to stabilize the deccmposible organic matter of a waste in

5-days under standard laboratory conditions at 200C. The BOD result is the

most commonly used indicator for denoting the relative strength or quality

of raw or treated sanitary sewage. The BOD aproach to the evaluation of

industrial waste is of limited value and might lead to very substantial

underdesign of biological treatment processes because of unsuspected loads

which do not react to this procedure or which require acclimatization.
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Cyanide - Cyanides are not natural components of surface waters, and

if they are present industrial pollution is indicated. Cyanides are pro-

bably the most toxic components of industrial wastes. It has been reported

that fish can not live indefinitely in water containing as little as 0.1

ppm cyanide ion (C?? ). Low concentrations of cyanide in sewers can liberate

hydrogen cyanide which would be especially dangerous to sewerage system

workers. Because of this health hazard cyanides should be eliminated from

industrial discharges.

Grease and Oil - Oil and grease present an offensive condition in

surface water, and adversely affect the operation of a sewage treatment

plant. They can coagulate, settle and block sewers. Grease and oil are

determined as ether solubles.

Hydrogen Ion Concentration (p1l) - The pFI is the negative logarithm

of the hydrogen ion concentration, and is reported in numbers ranging from

zero, very acidic, to 14 which is very basic. At 250C the neutral point

is pH 7. Acidity and alkalinity include the buffering action of a sample

while the pH gives the instantaneous activit;' of the hydrogen ion. The

optimum pH at which a sewage disposal plant operates efficiently is in the

range 7.8 to 8.0.

Iron - The form of iron in a waste depends on other characteristics of

the waste. At low values of pH, below the range recommended for discharge

to sewers and natural watercourses, the iron is in solution, and if the pH

is in the desired range the iron is in suspension and is detected as sus-

pended solids.
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Metals - :Metals such as copper, nickel, chromium, cadmium and zinc

should be limited to low concentrations for dischar.-e to municipal sewers

because they are toxic to the biological processes in a sewage treatment

plant. They impede either the oxidation or digestion processes, and cause

problems in dewatering the sludge.

Phenols - The results are reported as phenol equivalents, and show

the gross phenol content including cresols and higher hydroxy derivatives

of benzene which react with either Gibbs reagent or 4- aminoantipyrene.

Phenol equivalents are recorded in parts per billion, and small amounts

are normally acceptable in a biological oxidation type of sewage disposal

plant.
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Adopted by the Ontario Water Resources Commission

These objectives are for all waters in the Province of Ontario,

and it is anticipated that in certain specific instances, influenced by

local conditions, more stringent requirements may be found necessary.

General Objectives:

All wastes, including sanitary sewage, storm water, and industrial

effluents, shall be in such condition when discharged into any receiving

waters that they will not create conditions which will adversely affect the

use of these waters for the following purposes; source of domestic water

supply, navigaticn, fish and wild life, bathing, recreation, agriculture

and other riparian activities.

In general, adverse conditions are caused by:

(a) Excessive bacterial, physical or chemical contamination.

(b) Unnatural deposits in the stream, interfering with navi-

gation, fish and wild life, bathing, recreation or des-

truction of aesthetic values.

(c) Toxic substances and materials imparting objectionable

tastes and odours to waters used for domestic or indus-

trial purposes.

(d) Floating materials, including oils, grease, garbage, sewage

solids, or other refuse.

(e) Discharges causing abnormal temperature, colour or other

changes.

I
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Specific Objectives:

In more specific terms, adequate controls of pollution will

necessitate the following objectives for:

(a) Sanitary Sewage, Storm Water, and ',,tastes from '.later Craft:

Sufficient treatment for adequate removal or reduction of

solids, bacteria and chemical constituents which may in-

terfere unreasonably with the use of these waters for the

purposes afore-mentioned.

Adequate protection for these waters, except in certain

specific instances influenced by local conditions,should

be provided if the coliform IZ.P.Y, median value does not

exceed 2,400 per 100 ill. at any point in the waters follow-

ing initial dilution.

(b) Industrial Bastes:

(1) Chemloal ,dastes - Phenolic Type

Industrial waste effluents from phenolic hydro-carbon

and other chemical plants will cause objectionable tastes

or odours in drinking or industrial water supplies and may

taint the flesh of fish.

Adequate protection should be provided for these waters

if the concentration of phenol or phenolic equivalents does

not exceed an average of 2 P.P.B. and a maximum of 5 P.P.B.

at any point in these waters following initial dilution. This

quality in the receiving waters will probably be attained if

plant effluents are limited to 20 P.P.B. of phenol or phe-

nolic equivalents.
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Some of the industries producing phenolic wastes are:
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coke, synthetic resin, oil refining, petroleum cracking, tar,

road oil, creosoting, wood distillation, and dye manufactu-

ring plants.

(2) Chemical Wastes, Other than Phenolic:

Adequate protection should be provided if:

(a) The pH of these waters following initial dilution is

not less than 6.7 nor more than 8.5. This quality in

the receiving waters will probably be attained if plant

effluents are adjusted to a pH value within the range of

5.5 and 10.6.

(b) The iron content of these waters following initial dilu-

tion does not exceed 0.3 P.P.H. This quality in the

receiving waters will probably be attained if plant ef-

fluents are limited to 17P.P.I'i. of iron in terms of Fe.

(c) The odor-producing substances in the effluent are re-

duced to a point that following initial dilution with

these waters the mixture does not have a threshold odor

number in excess of four due to such added material.

(d) Unnatural color and turbidity of the wastes axe reduced

to a point that these waters will not be offensive in

appearance or otherwise unattractive for the afore-

mentioned uses.

(e) Oil and floating solids are reduced to a point such that

they will not create fire hazards, coat hulls of water

craft, injure fish or wild life or their habitat, or will

adversely affect public or private recreational develop-
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ment or other le-itimate shore line developments or

uses. Protection should be provided for these waters

if plant effluents or storm water discharges from pre-

mises do not contain oils, as determined by extraction

in excess of 15 P.P.I1., or a sufficient amount to

create more than a faint irridescence.

Some of the industries producing chemical wastes other

than phenolic are: Oil wells and petroleum refineries, gaso-

line fillings stations and bulk stations, styrene co-polymer,

synthetic pharmaceutical, synthetic fibre, iron and steel,

alkali chemical, rubber fabricating, dye manufacturing, and

acid manufacturing plants.

Highly Toxic ,tastes;

Adequate protection should be provided for these waters

if materials highly toxic to human, fish, aquatic, or wild

life are eliminated.

Some of the industries producing highly toxic wastes are:

metal plating and finishing plants discharging cyanides, chro-

mium or other toxic wastes; chemical and pharmaceutical plants

and coke ovens. Wastes containing toxic concentrations of

free halogens and wastes containing resin and fatty acid soaps

are included in this category.

Deoxygenating '.tastes:

Adequate protection of these waters should result if suf-

ficient treatment is provided for the substantial removal of

solids, bacteria, chemical constitutents and other substances

I
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capable of reducing the dissolved oxygen content of these

waters unreasonably. In addition to sewage some of the indus-

tries producing these wastes are: tanneries, glue and gelatine

plants, alcohol, including breweries and distilleries, wool

scouring, textile, pulp and paper, food processing plants

such as meat packing and dairy plants, corn products, beet

sugar, fish processing and dehydration plants.
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The combined industrial discharges in the city of Windsor have

a sewered population equivalent, with respect to BOD and suspended solids,

of 105,000 persons. This is slightly less than the population of the

city of Windsor. Over eighty percent of the BOD loading of 17,250 pounds

per day is discharged by five food and drink industries, comprised of a

distillery, a brewery, two meat packing plants, and a food processing

plant. These same industries, along with the automotive plants, sewer

over ninety percent of the industrial suspended solids loading of 20,900

pounds per day.

Oil and grease are discharged by the three automotive plants,

the two meat packing plants and the Champion Spark Plug Co. of Canada Ltd.

Although grease and oil are capable of causing trouble in municipal sewer-

age systems, the concentration expected in the industrial wastes, 25 to

35 parts per million, should cause no more problems than the grease and

oil in normal sanitary sewage.

Iron does not usually present a problem in the operation of a

municipal sewerage system unless large quantities are involved. However,

should it present a problem, Canadian Bridge 4orks and the Kelsey Wheel

Co. Ltd. can be reinvestiated since these two companies are the major

sources of iron discharged to the city sewers.

ietals such as zinc, copper, nickel, chromium and cadmium, which

are toxic to the biological processes in a sewage treatment plant, are

sewered from industries engaged in metal finishing. There are several

industries of this type in the city of Windsor, and most are involved with
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the automotive industry plating and anodizing automotive accessories.

Dilution by the industrial waste in the city sewers will reduce the lar-

gest of these metal concentrations to one part per million, and further

dilution by municipal sanitary sewage should eliminate the toxic effect

of these metals on the biological sewage treatment processes.

Another waste constituent of importance discharged by the metal

finishing industries, is cyanide. Because of the extreme health hazard of

cyanide, cyanide concentrations in municipal sewerage systems must be kept

to trace quantities or eliminated. Should the pH of a waste stream carry-

ing excessive amounts of cyanide fall below 7, hydrogen cyanide gas can

be evolved. The industrial wastes in the city sewers contain less than

1 ppm cyanide. dhen all industrial and sanitary wastes in the municipal

sewers are collected, the industrial wastes containing less than 1 ppm

cyanide will receive a four fold dilution by the sanitary sewage, and thus

the toxicity of the cyanide will be reduced.

Phenol is being discharged to the Detroit River, the Grand Narais

ditch and the municipal sewers by the three automotive plants. The largest

discharge of phenol is from the Ford Hotor Co. of Canada Ltd. which dis-

charges one pound per day to the Detroit River. However, the phenol

concentration of the waste does not exceed the limit recommended in the

Objectives for Water duality in the Province of Ontario. The wastes from

the Chrysler Corporation of Canada Ltd. discharge to the Grand i'farais

ditch, and the phenol concentration of this waste fluctuates close to the

limit recommended for the discharge of phenol to natural watercourses.

General Rotors of Canada Ltd. sewer the least amount of phenol of the three

automotive plants, but its waste has the highest phenol concentration. How-
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ever, the waste is discharged to the city sewers and not to a natural

watercourse.

The industries in the city of Windsor discharge their waste waters

to the municipal sewers with three exceptions. The Ford Notor Co. of Canada

Ltd. and Hiram Walker and Sons Ltd. send their industrial wastes directly

to the Detroit River, while the Chrysler Corp. of Canada Ltd. directs its

wastes to the Grand Harais ditch. The total industrial waste flow is in

the order of ten million gallons per day mainly discharged over an eight

hour period, and less than 45;0 of this is carried by the municipal sewers.

The municipal sewers also receive the following portion of the total indus-

trial loading, 70;13 of the BOD, 301'' of the suspended solids, all the metals

and cyanide, 7$/j' of the grease and oil, and 15% of the phenol.

An important consideration in the operation of a municipal sewer-

age system, especially the sewage treatment plant, is the handling of

intermittent or "batch" discharges of industrial wastes. ,dhen an industry

dumps a large tank in a short period of time, a shock load may occur in

the sewage system which can disrupt the operation of a sewage treatment

plant. Because of the intermittent nature of discharges of this type,

precautions taken to minimize the effects of these "ba+ohes" at the sewage

treatment plant are not as effective as eliminating the batch discharges

at the plant sites. Neutralization, precipitation, settling or discharging

the "slug" slowly over a long period of time are methods of reducing the

effects of batch discharges in most cases.

The most important batch discharges from the industries in .dindsor

contained alkalinity, acidity and iron. Canadian Bridge Works and Kelsley

Uheel Co. Ltd. discharge waste pickle liquors which were high in acidity and

I
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iron. The pickle liquor from Kelsey A- eel Co. Ltd. was partially treated

by neutralization. The batch discharges containing alkalinity originated

mainly in bottle washing machines at dairies, bottling plants and the

brewery, and in the paint industries where caustic solutions were used for

paint removal. The largest and most concentrated of these alkaline batch

discharges should be neutralized before they are discharged, while the

smaller less concentrated ones could be sewered slowly over a period of

several hours.

Three of the four dairies in the city produced cottage cheese

several days per week, Silverwoods, Purity and Twin Pines. The waste whey

from the cheese production was discharged as a "slug" of waste very high in

biochemical oxygen demand. The simplest way of disposing of this whey, if

it is acceptable to the city, is to sewer it slowly during the whole day,

not as a "slug" at the end of the day. If this method is used the waste

whey is included in calculations of the continuous daily wastes from the

3 dairies producing cottage cheese.

The following tables summarize the industrial waste load from the

industries in the city of b;indsor with the individual waste constituents

estimated in pounds. Each of the figures is an approxiiation of the plant

waste load while the plant is operating at full capacity. The first table

lists the daily continuous waste discharges calculated in pounds per day,

while the second table lists the intermittent industrial discharges reported

in pounds per discharge.
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Summary the Continuous Industrial Flows

1000 gal. Susp. Pounds of Contaminants Per Operating Day

Company per day BOD Solids icidity Alk. Fe Zn Cu Ni Cr Cd HCN Oil Phenol

Acme Chrome Limited 16.5 23 8 2.0 1.6 4.4 2.2

i$e Borden Co., Ltd. 113.8 324 280 166

Brenner Packers Ltd. 0.4 5

Burroughs IMachines Ltd. 11.3 22 0.25 3.5

Canadian Bridge Works 222.5 22 480 15.0

Canadian ilotor Lamp Co. 193.2 31 19 0.2 40.4 6.2 8.6

Carling Breweries Ltd. 280.0 2,677 330 533

Champion Spark Plug Co.
of Canada Limited 110.0 4 44 10 2.6 0.3 4.2 116 ,

Chrysler Corp. of
Canada Limited 1,538.0 817 2,060 29263 0 0 455 Of3

Coca Cola Limited 18.4 66

Essex Packers Limited 126.0 1,915 945 651

Ford Kotor Co. of
Canada Limited 2,201.0 109080 0 0 0 0 161 1.0

General Foods Ltd. 119.2 2,791 1,322

General Motors of
Canada Limited 324.0 512 790 505 0 0 350 0.2

r;

Industrial Platers
Limited 13.3 47 61 9.3 0.0 0.2 0.0 0 7.6
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Company

Kelsey .!heel Co. Ltd.

Krunchee Potato Chip
Company

McCord Corporation

Oriental Commerce Ltd.

Purity Dairies Ltd.

ailverwood Dairies Ltd.

Twin Pines Dairy Ltd.

Universal Butter Co. of
Canada Ltd.

Hiram 'J lker & cons Ltd.

ilir dsor Chrome Plating

'Jirdsor racking Co. Ltd.

iyeth & Brothers
(Canada) Ltd., John

T 0 L

Pounds of Contaminants per Operating Day

1000 gal.
per day BOD

Susp.

Solids Acidity Elk. Fe Zn Cu Ni Cr Cd HCN Oil Phenol

255.4 128 102 35

24.9 205 135

6o.2 33 133 9.0 3.4

20.5 2 1 0

150.0 815 271 27 363

83.3 214 105 31

20.2 119 41 3 57

11.6 8 0.9 2.9 0 7.1

2,258.0 4:540 29160 1,760

-8.5 4 0.1 0.8 0.4 0.2

84.0 2010 29060 546

32.8 18 3 19 0

8,297.4 17,264 20,887 847 5,354 50 20.9 6.5 45.9 11.3 0.25 33.4 2,279 1.5
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Discharged to city
SE wers

Pounds of Contaminants per Oneratina Day
1000 gal. Susp.

per day BOD Solids Acidity Alk. Fe Cu Ni Cr Cd HCN Oil Phenol

X4,250.0 11,907 6,587 847 19331 50 20.9 6.5 45.9 11.3 0.25 33.4 1,663 0.2

Discharged to the
Grand Marais ditch 19500.0 817 2,060 2,263

Discharged to Detroit 4,250.0 4,540 12,240 1,760

River

TM L IITDUjTRIAL
DIaC' HkPIG *10,000.0 17,264 207887 847

455 0.3

161 1.0

5,354 50 20.9 6.5 45.9 11.3 0.25 33.4 2,279 1.5

* estimates to include industries not investigated
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Summary of Intermittent Industrial Discharges

Frequency Pounds of Contaminants per Discharge
'..`ante of dis- - cusp. "ci i y ti a ini y Tt Fe r

Company Volume charge BOD "Solids as CaCOs as CaCO3 Iron Cu Cr HCN Solubles

,Icme Chrome Limited

spent 8P H2 X04 300 l/week 300 12
dent caustic cleaner 300 l/week

Bendix Eclipse of Can. Ltd.

30y-Q sulphuric acid anodizing 150 112-3 wk.

soluble oil wash (two) 750 indef.

dichromate dip 10 1/month

Burroup,hs E'Lichines Ltd.

cleaner S61 250 3-4/year
detergent N40 tank 300 1/year
electroclean tank 500 1/year

Canadiin Bridpe '-forks

pickling acid tanks 5,200 1/2wk.

Canadian ;'ittsburg Industries

caustic paint remover 2,000 <i/yr. 224
caustic paint remover(3 tanks)3x230 var. 25.8

C4.r.adian Hotor Lamp Co.

6 electrocleaning tanks 6x350 l/mon.

150

525

pH

<1.0
300

3.5 <1.0

487 0.12 0.1 13.4 ,

1.0 71 10.0

285 13.0

7,340 3,400

4, 67D
537

2.0

13.4

13.4

525 13.0
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Frequency Pounds of Contaminants per Discharge

Waste of dis- Susp. Acidity alkalinity Lther
Company Volume charge AOD Solids as CaCO3 as CaCO3 Iron Cu Cr HCN Solubles pH

Champion :.park Plug Co.

caustic cleaner 225 1/month
dilute acid cleaner 130 1/month
leach agert 20 2/week

caustic p,-rts wash 300 1/week

165

137 13.2

0.2
32.2 0.175 13.3

6.7 9.2

Coca Cola Limited

3 tanks of bottle-washer 7,500 1/mon. 105 4,125
Stirillet+_e(phosphoric acid) 40 1/year 54

13.4
0-95

Colonial Tool Co., Ltd,

soluble oil solution 200 1/week

Industrial Platers Ltd.

j caustic solutions 400:200:400 var.

10;0 cr riatic acid dip 150 var
sulphuric acid dip 150 var.

50;,, muriatic 150 var.
2 chromate dips 100:150 1/week

?1

30
285

?5

550

Kelsey :heel Co. Ltd.

neutralized acid 1,860 3/week 656 38 223*

paint stripping solution 600 1/year 61 172

soluble oil emulsion 500 1/2wk.

chrome acid rinse 600 2/week 12.1 13.9

Purity Dairies Ltd.

3 tanks of whey 400 each var. 456 25.4 37.4

0.75

10.

7.0
12.9

52.9 9.2
5.6

4.5
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Frequency Pounds of Contaminants per Discharge -Waste of dis- cusp. iici ity a inily Ether

Company Volume charge BOD aolids as CaCO3 as CaCO3 Iron Cu Cr HCN Solubles pH

??inched Mason Co. Ltd.

caustic paint removing sol. 240 1/4mon.

Twin Pin Dairv Co.

3.8 7.2 175.5

bottle wash caustic 1,000 1/3mon.

dump of whey 140 var. 53.2 2.9 4.3

Universal Button Co.

caustic cleaner 50 1/2-3wk.

Vernor Ginger t.le Ltd.

3 caustic tanks 1,800 l/mon.

indsor Chrome elating Co.

27.5

996

4.5

i
13.3

I

caustic stripping solution 300-350 140 0.02 0.61

Jchn Bros. Ltd.

wF-,sh-up (sterilizing) 10 Vday 7.2 1.9

wzsh & dairy cleaner 1,000 1/day 11 1.4

350

13.3

6.4
19 10.4
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The following general recommendations are offered as a

guide for the construction of sewage treatment facilities for the

city. They are based on the acceptance or rejection of certain in-

dustrial wastes into the sewers.

1) Industry should be made familiar with the type of municipal sewers

now available or planned in their area, for sanitary, storm, or com-

bined flows and whether more than one type of sewer has been

installed.

2) Industries with large volumes of uncontaminated process or clean

3)

4)

cooling water should be -requested to segregate these flows from con-

taminated streams and direct the clean water to a storm sewer or

a natural watercourse where these facilities are available or

planned, and conversely the contaminated streams should be directed

to +he sanitary sewer.

The municipality, in co-operation with industry should work toward

the enactment of a mutually acceptable by-law for the control of

process waste waters discharged to the municipal sewers or to a

natural watercourse. Industry would then become familar with pro-

blems relating to industrial wastes, in the efficient operation and

maintenance of a municipal seweraje system and could then plan their

waste disposal programmes accordingly.

The municipality, as a general objective, should provide se;)arate

sewers wherever possible.
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CH t0 LIMITED
1165 . e6tcott 'toad

t
t

t

t

a

t

Pf;rsonnel Interviewed: i-Ir. L. achollenberger, _cting 11an.ger.

C,ener= l:

Employing _pproximately fifteen to twenty people, the company

carried out electroplating in eoppur, nickel and chrome. i miniature silver

plating unit was also used The plant's operation con-

siderably between three to five days per week :,ccordin. to the ,cork load;

although once started up, the )lint worked a full eight houi Jay. :used on

a four day .reek, tht river,.; :!-tcr consum-tiun wIs com.-ut-d to be 16,500

gallons per dray.

Over<Itions:

The usual procedure at the plant was to do any rcquirr:d smoothing

or buffing of the articles to be ;)lated, And then to clean the xticles in

an alkaline cleaner followed by an acid dip. hile direct chrome plating

on steel was often done, a better quality chrome plats. was achieved by plat-

ing first with cop,)er, then nickel followed by chrome. Both procedures were

followed at this plant as well as a very limited amount of silver elating.

'.,Jas t e s :

The bulk of the wastes was derived from ov-r:lowint; rinses used

to cleanse the articles after each of tho A)reviously mentioned oiler-ltions.

The clean coolin;; water used in a trichloroethylene vapour de,reiser was

PI
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`.lastes ( coat' d. )

reused as a running rinse. ither wastes included the weekly dischar;e of

a five per cent picklin acid and a caustic cleaner from i00 gallon tanks

as well as an irre;;ular amount of plant :v<..,h-up water.

3amp l ing,:

Representative grab simples were obtained from two floor drains

located beneath the false flooring of the work area in the plating; section.

The samples were obtained ,1urinj full :activity when the flo'r of the south

drain was estimated to be approximately thrice that of the north drain.

Analyses:

The analyses of the two samples obtined indicated the follow-

ing concentrations of cont:.minants in the )la.nt effluent (concentrations

in parts per million).

Number 1 - South Drain

1

n

Number 2 - North Drain

1.

2.

U L 1 3 3 :acidity Copper Nickel Chrome Cyanide n
Total cusp. Diss. pH as CaCO,; a,s Cu as Ni as Cr as HO as

404 114 290 5.9 36 9.7 3.3 37.0 9 0.4

650 234 416 4.1 100 18.7 31 0.00 26 0.0

From an industrial waste flow of a T_),)roximately 10,000 fr_llons

per d.iy, the number of pounds of contaminants released d__ily to the
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.analyses (cont' d. )

sanitary sewer, on ,estcott ioad, was calculated to be the followinC:

t

1

t

Remarks:

suspended solids - 23.1

acidity - R.3

Co_)per - 1.95

Nickel - 1.6

Chrome - 4.4

Cyanide - 2.2

nt the time of the survey, the general amount of dating in-

dustry seemed to be ibout constant or in slight decline in the indsor area,

and no expansion of this plating company's facilities should be expected

in the near future. However, it should be noted that the concentrations

of cyanide, copper, nickel, and chromium salts, were in excessive concen-

tration with respect to the normally considered limitations upon sewered

discharges bound for coTiventional sewage treatment.
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310 street :last

Personnel Interviewed: 11r. P. Britton, manager

r1r. K. Lewis, 21ant bgineer

t

t

t

General:

The plant operated five days per week with 300 employees on a

forty hour week. The plant consuried 22,500 gallons of city water daily in

the fabrication and assembly of air-conditioning equipment.

later U^as:

the operations in the slant were mostly dry fabrication and

assembly. vapour degreaser emnloyinti trichloroethylene used cooling water

in a heat exchanger and this water was discharged uncontaminated. The plant

had a water wall paint booth but the water was ampletely recirculated. A

tank of approximately 1,000 gallons capacity was used for hydraulic testing

of the products, and was dumped every two weeks. There was nothing added

to the water in this tan!:. The plant also used water for a high .)ressure

boiler and for cooling compressors and a single welding machine.

Remarks:

The waste waters from this plant consisted of sanitary waste,

boiler blowdown and a lar.;e volume of uncontaminated cooling water which

were discharged to the combined city sewer on Alis `street. If se.,arate

storm and sanitary sewers become avL,ilable, the uncontaminated discharges

should be diverted to the storm sewer.

I
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166 Killare {oad

t

t

Personnel Interviewed: lir. 2rishette, Plant superintendent

,general:

This plant had forty employees and five days per week,

eight hours per day. It was located in the same building as the '"indsor

Tool and Ae Company which had seventy-five employees and discharged only

sanitary waste. she two companies hid a jointly metered water supply

which averaged 21,700 per (lay.

.'ester Use:

Outside of domestic pur_)oses, the plant used coolin water

for an air compressor, .sir conditionin;; equipment and die casting machines.

the waste waters were ,ircharced to the combined city sewer on T.ildare

Zo ad.

Discussion:

The plant discharged only sanitary waste and uncontaminated

cooling water to the combined sewer on Kildaxe ioa .

P
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."_)IX- CLIP OF C N .D.i. LIT:I TAD
1473 argyle toad

1 Personnel Interviewed: I:r. C. T°inello, T:aintenance ?oreman

r. J. i'errins, .dating Su,)ervisor

t

General:

The company employed approximately 295 persons, eight to

nine hours per day, five days )er week, in the -::roduction, finishinj, and

assembly of heavy duty _)recision mechanisms such as )endix drives, mech-

anized brake assemblies, pistons, master cylinders, etc. he

essentially a tool and die shoe operation was es )ocially suited to supply

the needs of the automotive in_lustry. .vera;e water consumption :,roved

to be 94,700 gallons oer day. astes entered the combined sewer system

on Argyle 73oad.

Operations:

The company carried out machining and finishing upon the crude

castings delivered for the work. Because of the nature of the

much of the water used left the plant uncontamin.:ted. _t great deal of

cooling water for the machinin,; operations was used. -hhe machining de-

partment also had three washing machines, two of which each contained

370 gallons of caustic cleaner (some oil present) nd one containing 60

gallons of soap an, water, all dumped once monthly. come soluble oil

solution, about 45 gallons per week, was also believed to enter the sewer.

later for a recirculated water shield on a s,)ray-painting booth was dumped
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Operations

once a month. Buffing and burnishing; operations were dry.

A small anodizing operation performed on aluminum components

had a small amount of waste. Parts were cleaned in thirty per cent sul-

phuric acid, rinsed, dipped in dye, rinsed again, and then "sealed" in hot

water, whose pH was riJorously controlled by a small amount of acetic acid.

The over-ition functioned only two or three days in the week, and the main

source of waste outside the rinse following the acid was the dumping; of

the 150 gallons of acid itself once every two to three months of operation.

The plant also had platin solutions on hand for the very rare

occasions when they might be required. rathough plating solutions were

available to do copper, tin, zinc, cadmium, and brass plating;, many of the

solutions had not been used for months. The operations were manual

(barrel plating), and the tank sizes were very small varyinf, from 40 gallons

for the copper to 130 gallons for the zinc. Dump from this

11 to two cleaners of nearly 500 gallons each

io month intervals; 20 ;allons of trisodium phosphate cleaner, 10

ins of acidified potassium dichromate, and 10 gallons of dilute

muriatic acid once a month.

Sampling:

1+o samples were taken at this plant as no plating had been

scheduled at the time of the survey. 'she rinses flowing in the anodizing

section were shown by pH paper to contain a very negligible amount of acid

to have any effect upon the company's regular effluent. Because of the
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Sampling (cont'd.)

small size of all the wet industrial processes at this plant, the contam-

inating flows were considered almost negli,,ible, and estimates based on

the working strengths of the materials intermittently discharged were esti-

mated for compilation.

Sum-iary:

This company's wastes can be sumc.arized into a number of batch

discharges estimated to contwin an amount of contaminants as

follows:

150 gallons anodizing acid 30;<7 H2304 - 525 lbs. acidity

10 ..,allons acidified potassium

dichromate - 3.5 lbs. chromium

10 gallons muriatic acid - 5 lbs. acidity

20 gallons trisodium phosphate - 20 lbs. alkalinity

arks:

No excessive concentrations can be expected from the plant due

to its relatively high flow of uncontaminated discharges even during plat-

ing operations. However, seeing that the company does not have much use for

its plating solutions, it should be notes: that none of these concentrated

solutions can be safely disposed of untreated to the sewers. In addition,

an undeterminable amount of machine oil may be entering the sewers from

this company.
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1.1 B0717,N COT IP.ddY LII.,'ITD
628 Hon-mouth -load

Personnel Interviewed: 2"Ir. J. Handri.an, Secretary-Treasurer

1"r. H. Holden, Pl,.nt Superintendent

1.1r. D. Henderson, assistant Plant superintendent

IIr. T?. Joyal, Plant -n.ineer.

General:

Of the one hundred and fifty employees at this plant, one hundred

of them were sales and delivery people. Nilk receiving tool: place seven

days per week, and the rest of the plant operated five days per week being

closed on Sunday and ',ednesday. In processing bottled milk products,

113,800 gallons of water were used daily.

Operations:

This plant received milk in tank trucks which had to be washed

before leaving the plant. The delivery trucks were also washed each day

when they returned to the plant.

The bottling machine washed and filled the bottles was the

other main source of waste in the plant.

All cooling water was recirculated through a cooling; tower on

the room of the plant with the exception of the water used on the ammonia

condenser for the refrigeration system.

I
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oamplznga

All plant wastes discharged through several plant sewers to a

city sanitary sewer crossing; Wyandotte ..)treet to the north. :. six hour

composite sample was obtained from a manhole on this sewer. The manhole

was located at a service station which was due north of the Borden plant.

South of this manhole, the sewer served virtually only the Borden plant.

Results and1,aste Loading:

The followinj is a list of the analytical results and the sewer

loadinU from this plant.

Biochemical oxygen demand - 285 parts per million
324 pounds per day

:suspended solids - 246 parts per million
280 pounds per day

alkalinity - 146 parts per million
166 pounds per day

- 7.0

Sumriary:

While the wastes from this plant were found to be normally

innoxious for discharge to a sanitary sewer, they do however constitute

a heavy loading of B0) and suspended solids. In addition, this plant

could conceivably cause adverse conditions at any receivinc; sewage treat-

ment plant, if they discharged any lar Te amount of waste milk or caustic

bottle washin, solutions to the sewers at one time. xeess milk could

quickly overtax the oxidation capacity of a treatment plant while excess

caustic could so inhibit the biolo;ical process of treatment facilities

thateffective treatment would cease.
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BO-L'DT-, CITY
961 Talker Road

1,:r. A. Taylor, Plant superintendent

1

I

seneral:

This plant employed fifty-five people, five days per week,

eight hours per day. The daily water consumption was 1,680 gallons.

',later Uses:

Other than sanitary use, the only use for water in the plant

was for cooling welding machines. The plant did not have a boiler.

All wastes were discha.rJed to the combined city sewer between

Talker :oad and lionmouth toad.

I
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497 Catsraqui atreet

I
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I

Personnel Interviewed: I r. + . lliesmer, liana_;er

General:

This plant had seven employees, and operated five and a half

days per week, eight hours per day. Four hundred and twenty-five gallons

of city water were used per day in the production of sausages and wieners.

Gper _tions:

The operr.tions in the plane were meat cutting and sausage

and wiener stuffing. "2he pickling process was carried out in two wooden

barrels. '-dater was used in the plant for sanitary purposes, cooling the

refrigeration unit and washing the sausage stuffing machinery.

It was estimated that the plant could discharge as much as

five pounds of biochemical oxygen demand per day if the pickling barrels

were dumped with the normal plant wastes. i'he plant was connected to

the Glengarry atreet combined sewer.
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804 i:c')ougall .street

Personnel Interviewed: i-1r. J. C. Heath, Plant engineer

P[r. F. Gamble, Parts ±Zanufacturin,-

1

1

I

s

General:

This plant assembled and serviced business machines. The com-

pany employed forty people and operated five days per week and eight hours

per day. The daily water consumption was 11,300 gallons.

Plant Operation:

The only plant operations producing industrial :,caste waters

were the cyanide hardening and cadmium plating operations. In the harden-

ing process the parts were heated in molten sodium cyanide, quenched in

oil, dipped in an alkaline cleaner, and finally rinsed in cold water over-

flowing at a;)nroximately six gallons per minute. For the removal of

surface scale the parts were acid dipped, rinsed, dipped in a soluble oil

detergent solution and then rinsed again with hot water. The plating

operations were employed on some of the work and included electrocleaning,

cadmium plating and a final spray rinse. The spray rinse when in opera-

tion used roughtly four gallons per minute.

Not all parts were hardened and plated. Some were hardened,

some lated and some were given both treatments. also some .-)arts were

merely given a phosphate protective coating, a small operation whose wastes
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Plant Operation (cont'd.)

were considered negli5ible.

'cater was also used for boiler make-up and for sanitary -)urposes.

The plant wart(-a were: dischar:-d to the combined city sewers on I,cDougall

Street.

Sampling:

S mples were taken of the al'_caline cleaning solution used after

the hardening process and which was dumpel three or four times per year,

the rinse following this cleaning operation, the deterf;ent - soluble oil

solution, the electrocleaning tank, and the final rinse that followed the

cadmium plating. The samples were analyzed for pH, alkalinity, cyanide,

cadmium, and ether solubles. The analytical results and sewer losses

based on a continuous eight hour operating schedule, are listed in the

following table. The hardening and platint; operations were not actually

employed on a continuous daily basis, but for the purpose of thesurvey,

to obtain data for possible sewage treatment, the maximum work load had

to be assumed over a full eight hour day in calculating the pounds of

sewered conttiminants per day.

F1
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Sompling ( cont' d. )

Volume Cyanide Cadmium Wither 3olubles
Origin of Taste gpd pH ppm lb. day ppm day ppm lb. day

Alkaline cleaner - 13.4 48

Rinse following
alkaline cleaner 2,880 10.2 2 .0576

34

Detergent cleaner - 10.0 - - - - 23,700 -

Llectrooleaner - 13.0 - - - - - -

Plating rinse 1,920 10.5 179 13 0.25 - -

C0T_L L u,300 3.5 0.25

Discussion:

'.then the waste stream from the elating section was diluted with

waste waters from the rest of the plant, the plant effluent averaged 31

parts per million cyanide and 2.2 parts per million cadmium. This calcula-

tion assumed that the plating and hardening operations were continuous

throughout the day. If the production schedule required that both pro-

cesses operated continuously, the waste flow from the hardening operation

would be 2,880 gallons per day, and this number was used in the calculations.

However, even if the ;dating operation was continuous, it is doubtful if

the waste flow would be as high as 1,920 gallons per day, the figure used

ix, the above calculations.

The normal operation of the i,lant (lid not require this continu-

ous operation of the dating and hardening process.
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Remarks:

The wastes sewered by this plant were at times excessive in the

concentration of cyanide, particularly in regard to possible sewage treat-

went in the future.
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BU1'CHEQ :1GIN _?3I:T, i LI11IlMED
258 Chilver 'load

t

I
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Personnel Interviewed: Mr. "% F. Meisner

General:

This plant operated five days per week, eight hours per day

with thirty-five employees. The plant was engaged in applying a rust-

resistant coating to automotive parts. later consumption figures for

this plant were not available since other companies in the same building

used water from a commonly metered supply. The amount of water used how-

ever was small.

ion:

The solution used in applying the rust-proof coating contained

24 pounds of cleaner, 3 gallons of solvent and 37 gallons of water. f ter

the coating was applied, this solution,used at the rate of 1 Dint per minute

was rinsed off by a 2 gallon per minute water spray. The coatin was

applied in a spray booth with a manually ol)or:ited nozzle having two outlets,

one for the carrier water, the other for the phosphate coatin.; solution.

The carrier water flowed most of the day, but the coatin; solution did not.

If the coating operation ran continuously for eight hours, the plant would

consume 62 pounds of cleaner, 3 gallons of solvent, and 1,020 gallons of

water. The floor of the spray booth acted as a settling chamber. "hen

the water drained off, the sludge was shovelled up and trucked to the city

t
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Plant Operation (cont'd.)

dump. This sludge contains soluble oils, grease, dirt, tallow, etc., that

had covered the automotive parts when they arrived at the plant.

The plant also used cooling water on spot welders and trans-

formers. This cooling water drained to the spray booth before it discharged

to the combined city sewer near Chilver toad.

Discussion:

The amount of phosphe_ting chemicals used was small and the amount

that drained from the coated pests was even smaller. 'then diluted with the

spray water and cooling water, the amount of cleaner an-I solvent would be

negligible. jince the floor of the spray booth acted as a settling basin,

much of the dirt, grit, etc., was intercepted before the flow reached the

city sewer.

Summary:

rlastes from this industry were therefore considered to be

negligible.

t
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795 University venue 'lest
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Personnel Interviewed: Fir. Martin, assistant accountant

General:

This plant was a sales office and warehouse for meat. The

eighteen employees worked five days ner week and eight and a half

hours per day. The only water used was sanitary water and refri?era-

tion cooling water which amounted to 4,100 gallons per day. The

cooling water was used seven days )er week on a twenty-four hour

basis. No liquid industrial wastes emanated from this plant.

This .plant wastes were discharged to the palter ..venue combined

sewer.
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BRI-)I a 107ZKS

TRUSC..N j 2 :EL CCI tI'.zitY 0:' LIi iI -ID

(Subsidiary of Dominion liteel and Coal Corp. Ltd.)
1219 W:.Jker .ioad

Personnel Interviewed: i:r. 11. Wallace, corks tianager

Kr. J. hnthony, i:anufacturing Engineer

General:

This plant employed between 600 and 850 people. The number of

employees at the time of the survey was 843. The company operated five

days per week, eight hours per day. 2rom crude steel components, large

steel structures and trusses were manufactured at this plant. The daily

water consumption was 222,500 gallons. This water consumption was metered

at three locations: the office building 5,600 ,-,allons per day; plant

number one 1441500 gallons per day; and plant number two 72,400 gallons

per day. Plant wastes were discharged to the combined sewer crossing

Jalker Road at Ottawa atreet and another combined sewer running parallel

to the Pere i4art;uette railroad right-of-way.

Plant Ooeration:

Office Building - '-L'ter was used here for sanitpry purposes and

a small amount was used on a blue print machine.

Plant Number One - Here structural me:,bers were cut, formed, shot-

blasted to remove rust, and finally spray painted. There was no waste

F
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Plant Operation (cont'd.)

water from these operations. Cooling water was used on a friction saw

and as water shields for the comfort of the workers on furnaces used in

forming rivets and bolts. later for boiler make-up and sanitary purposes

were the only other uses of water in plant number one.

Plant Number 'i'wo - structural members were formed, pickled and

11,

I

1

galvanized in this plant. The only waste waters from the entire ?)lant that

needed consideration were from the pickling operations.

The steel was first dipped into a caustic cleaner tank, 5,200

gallon capacity, then into one of two 5,000 gallon sulphuric acid pickling

tanks, and then rinsed in a cold water runnin,, rinse tank with an overflow

of 34.4 gallons per minute. In the galvanizing. operation, the steel

structural members were dipped in a zinc ammonium chloride flux solution

in a 2,400 gallon capacity tank, dipped in molten zinc, and then cooled in

a running cold water tank-. l'he only tanks with drains were the two acid

tanks and the running rinse tanks. '.4hen tanks were cleaned, the contents

were pumped to an empty tank; the remainin; slud;e was removed and land

dumped; and then the solution was returned to the ori6inal tank.

There were two identical pickling and galvanizing arrangements.

Of the total of four 5,200 gallon acid tanks, one was dumped every two

weeks. Before an acid tank was dumped, however, no fresh acid was added

for several days, and scrap iron was added to the tank to raise the pH.

The tanks contained approximately four per cent free sulphuric acid when

dumped. The two runnin. rinse tanks discharged 34.4 gallons per minute

each, for a total of 68.8 ,allons per minute from rinsing; oper .tions.

The waste waters were discharged to a large combined city sewer

crossing Talker Road at Ottawa Street.
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Sampling:

A three hour composite sample was taken of the overflowing cold

water rinse following; the acid dip. grab sample of a pickling tank was

also taken. The acid tank that was sampled was scheduled to be dumped the

day before the sample was taken. However, due to production reauirements

more acid was added and this tank continued in operation.

..Analyses and Sewer Loading:

The following table contains the analytical rssults in parts

per million and resultant sewer loadin,;s from the tickling section of the

plant.

Suspended
_ Solids :acidity Iron

_ource Volume pH ppm lb day ppm lb?day ppm 1b/,lay

pickling
tank

51200 gallons
every 2 weeks

0.7 - - 142,000 7,100 23,000 1,150

rinsing
tank

31,000 gallons
per day

5.6 70 22 1,550 480 48 15

aummarv:

t

The only wastes from this company that held substantial significance

with reference to sewage treatment appe.red to come form the pickling oper-

ations. Here the main waste, the spent pickling acid, even after maximum

saturation with scrap iron, had an extremely high iron and acidity concen-

tration for discharge to municipal sewers. -o reover, it is kno4m that

treatment with scrap iron alone could not raise the pH to safe levels even

fl
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Summary (cont'd.)

to protect the sewers. Before a sewaUe plant could safely receive such

wastes in the volume here available,the wastes would undoubtedly require

pretreatment, such as neutralization and settling of resultant solids

formed on such neutralization. .he rinse water followint; the pickling clip

was high in iron and low in pIi as well - although it would receive consid-

erable dilution from the relatively uncontaminated wastes from the rest of

the plant. some of this uncontaminated coolinU water, however, could even

be satisfactorily diverted out of the combined sewer and into a storm

sewer system should one become available.

1

1

I

t
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71C.:...;I 111 10i0i1 L'EF CU'-Ai1Y LI"-II ::)
2429 -'eminole .itreet

t
l'erson:iel into=rviewed: i%Ir. Colby, Plant i4ana,-er

:r. Demers, Plant

t

t
r

icneral:

The plant produced chrome plated parts such s hub caps, grills,

wheel covers and lamps, for the automotive industry. One hundred people

were employed 5 plays per week, eight hours .)er &LtiJ. 'Lhe daily water con-

sumption was 193,200 gallons of which 155,600 gallons 1,er day were used in

the pl.atini section, An.l the remainder used throu-hout the rest of the

plant.

Operations:

Stamping andforming the products :.ere dry operations.

with copper, nickel and chro::iiu:n, anodizing, phosph:tizing, and buffinU

were the )rocesse:- producing contaminated waste waters.

The plant operated a very large Jla.ting section. The three

automatic )lating lines each had caustic cleanin-, electrocleaning and

dilute acid dippin, for which rinsing operations were ra.,uired. one line

plated only chromium while the other two plated cop.-per, nickel and then

chromium.

For parts too large for the autom-tic lines, tram: elating was

employed using a crane to move parts from on: tank to anoth,::r. : small

F
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manually operated barrel plating operation was also included in the plating

ection.

.inodizinb with a chromate sealing dip, phosphatizing and buffing

were the only other "wet" operL.tion. In the buffing and polishing operation,

the water was recircul ated and dumped once a week.

oling;:
till wastes from the ,iLltinE; section drained to a main sump then

through the plant sewer to the city sewer.. three hour composite sai:iple

was taken from the sump in the ,dating :section, and represents the total

effluent from the plating operations.

The following table contains the analytical results of the

an.-.lyses performed on the sam,)le and the waste load from the plating section.

.1ith the exception of pH the values are recorded in parts per million and

pounds per day respectively.

Component
:affluent from

Platink- :-)ection
ppm lbs. iay

Suspended solids

pH

Acidity as CaCO3

Copper as Cu

'nickel us :Ti

Chro,,aium as Cr

Cyanide as HC!ti`

20 i1.l

6.8

12 18.7

0.15 0.23

25.9 40.4

4.0 6.2

5.5 8.6

F-J,
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Discussion:

Industrial wastes discharged to a biological sewage treat-

ment ,)lent are usually limited to the following concentrations:

Copper - 1 hart per million

Nickel - 1 part -)er million

Chromium
(hexavalent) - 3 parts per million

These limits are employed through a city by-la to help pro-

tect the biological processes in the sewa.;e treatment ;.)l-nt. name metallic

ions adversely affect the oxidation process while others accumulate in the

digestor and the digestion of slud, e. ! ie suggested limit for the

discharje of cyanide to municipal sewers is 2 )?irts per million. .,xcessive

cyanide concentration in the sewers can in certain in..-tances liberate

hydro en cyanide gas which is a hazar-I to i-corker.; either in the sewers or

in the sewaLe plant.
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1160 Central venue

Personnel Interviewed: ."Ir. C. ... ;ianne, ?:Lctory superintendent

General:

The plant employed fifty-four people, five clays per week and,

ei{;ht hours per day. The daily ;,cater consumption was 82,200 gallons.

Automotive finishes and latex paints the main products of this plant.

Plant Operation:

The largest waste flow was cooling water from the ball mills

where pigments were Eround and prepared. This flow amounted to almost the

entire plant water consum)tion.

Solvents used to clean equi,)ment were collected and distilled

for recovery. Cooling water from the condenser was the only sewer(-,d waste

from this operwtion, ani this was the second larr,est waste flow from the

plant.

Latex ;paints were in a tank of 1,200 gallon capacity.

`,hen the batch was finished, the tank would be filled with water, and

occasionally a small amount of caustic would be added. then the tank had

soaked clean,the water was di churged to the city sewers.

In the lye house, smell paint drums and pails were cleaned in

a large lye tub, and moveable vats were filled with caustic solution to

t
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clean them. The caustic solution was mixed in a ratio of 900 pounds of

caustic in 410 gallons of water. In the usual operation of the lye house,

no caustic solution was dumped to the sewers. hen one vat was clean, the

caustic would be )umped frorn it to the next one to br, cleaned. 'ihile the

vats were being cleaned, they were heated by live steam bl,)wn into the

caustic solution. This occasionally caused a caustic filled vat to over-

flow sli`;htly. In the case of an emer;ency when an extra vat was needed

andnone available, the caustic solution from such a vat may be sewered.

This did not happen often. X11 wastes from the lye house drained to a

catch basin in the plant yard which was cleaned every four months.

The only other uses of water in the ,plant were for sanitary

purposes and for boiler water make-up. 11 plant wastes wa re discharged

to the city sanitary se er on Central venue.

A grab sample of the caustic stripping solution was taken from

t

one of the moveable vats.

Analysis:

The followinj table contains the analytical results in parts

t

per million and the waste loadin- in pounds per day that would result from

moveable v t

t
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Analysis (cont'd.)

ppm pounds

biochemical oxygen demand 11,200 56

suspended solids 1,400 7

DH 13-4 -

alkalinity - total 233,600 1,168

- phenol-
phthalein 194,400 972

Summary:

The day-by-day operation of the plant produced waste waters

that would have no harmful effect on a municipal s,--weraje system. However,

the dumping of a batch of the caustic cleaning solution woul-: discharge in

a very short _)eriod of time .1 500 gallon slut, of wr,.ste containing 1,168

pounds of total alkalinity including 775 pounds of caustic soda.

This would have a deleterious effect upon any biological sewage

treatment process in the event that such a treatment system wa-- installed.

The high pH associated with such a haste would have an inhibiting effect

upon the biological processes necessary for the efficient oper.tion of

such treatment. In the event of sewn e treatment, such wastes should not

be discharted to the sewers - at least not without neutralization.
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C_-TZLING 3 T Lit a"i :D
515 -iiversid,; Drive -est
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Personnel Interviewed: 11r. J. A. _'ulford, Chief Lngineer

Operatina 3ohedule:

A total of two hundred and fifteen employees were engaged in

brewing, bottling and canning. Che brewing section, which included the

a@ing cellars, twenty-four hours per day, six days per wec-i-

Bottling or canning was extended over sixteen hours per day with the, third

shift reserved for bottlinl el, irment and room cleaning.

Raw Materials:

rlalt, rice, hops and yeast, caustic soda, sodium hypochlorite,

salt, and carbon.

Products:

Approximately 20,000 gallons per day of bottled or canned lager

beer.

vLiter Consumption:

An average of 301,000 Imperial gallons per day was used between

January and June 1960, according to the records of the indsor Utilities

Commission ',later )ivision. _;11 eater consumed was municipal water.
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Process Units:

The processes normal. to brewing operations were used and

included the following units:

(a) Cereal cooker - 3,000 gallons
(b) Lauter tank -

(c) Brew kettle - 7,000 g3.l.lons
(d Hop jack - 6,800 e;allons
(e "ermenters -

(f) iging cellars -

(g) Bottling,including
pasteurizing -

Source of .'aste aters:

(a) Cereal Cooker - Approximately 100 gallons Der cook of wash

water after the contents are dropped to (b).

(b) 1,auter Tank - Spent grains from strainer are sold wet.

small amount of wash water is sewered after each cool: which carries a small

amount of the spent grains.

(c) Brew Kettle - jome wash water after the contents are dumped

to (d).

(d) Hop Jack - hash water is used after the wort is drained.

Some spent hops are carried to the sewers by the wash water.

(e) Fermenters - The severed material was the initial and final

draw-off of yeast and the tank wash-out water. The wash-out water contains

some slud,-e like substance washed from the bottoca of the tank.

(f) Ageing Cellars - -lash water is used to remove the small amount

of beer adhering to the sides of the tanks and any sediment settled during

the thirty days of ageing.



Source of ante !esters (cont'd.)
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(g) Bottling - In the daytime, the waste water would be slightly

alkaline from the carry-over of all-Aine cleaners. "he waste water was

similar to that obtained from any standard beverage bottling machine, but

in addition the pasteurizer associated with ti- beer bottlin;; operations,

would provide a large volume of uncontaminated cooling water.

The spent caustic cleaning; solution from the recirculation tank

was dumped at regular intervals. The shift cleaned the bottling

machine and bottling roon using; a five per cent caustic solution which dis-

charged to the sewer.

(h) Caustic solutions - _ouipm,_:nt sterilizing and cleaning was

carried out with various of caustic solutions at scheduled inter-

vals. Caustic solutions up to five per cent were used. fhe cleaning of

vessels and floors was estimated to consume up to seventy-five 1)er cent of

the water used.

Description of viewers and Volume of

drains, with the exception of the carbonation room, entered

the sewer on Bruce atreet fifty feet from the corner of'-Averside Drive.

The carbonation room sewer had a separate sump 100 feet from -3iverside

Drive on Bruce Street.

The sewer flow was estimated from the consu.,l)tion of municipal

water _Xter allowance for the volume of water in the product. ^he total

flow was 280,000 Imperial gallons per day of which ninety-seven per cent

discharged to the sewer on Bruce atreet fifty feet from the corner of
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Description of Sewers and Volume of Flow (cont'd.)

Riverside .)rive.

aG.:

Hourly Samples were collected and composited on September 1,

1960 between the hours of 10 a. i. and 4 p.m. from both drains.

Analytical .results:

ii.11 analyses, except for pH, are in parts per million.

Sample Plumber 1 - .rain sewer manhole at Bruce jtreet and 3iverside
Drive.

Sample Number 2 - Carbonating room sewer at Bruce ,street.

aample 5-day o 1 i d s acidity
Number BOD Total cusp. Diss. pH as CaCO.,

I
1 800 2,724 114 2,610 3.9 180

2 6,000 12,166 278 ll,P88 4.2 524

NOT The presence of caustic cleaners in the effluents were not indicated
in these results since they would appear outside the period of
sampling.

;,uantity of 'aste:

The quantities of waste in pounds per day for each sewer were

calculated from the analytical results and the estimated volume of flow.
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Quantity of `Taste (cont'd.)

dumber 1 Number 2 Total

1
5-day biochemical oxygen

demand 2,173 504 2,677

solids 307 23 330

acidity 489 44 533

Sewered Population -quivalents:

Based on a waste loading of 0.167 pounds of 5-day BOD per day

and 0.02 pounds of suspended solids per capita per day, the sewered popula-

tion equivalent of the waste load from the Breweries Limited was

as follows:

for 5-day biochemical oxygen demand - 16,030 persons

for suspended solid; - 1,650 persons

1

Remarks:

The recommended limits for concentrations of 5-day B00, and

suspended solids discharged to a sewerage system containing a sewage plant

are 300 parts ,)er million and 350 parts per million respectively. The re-

commended pH range is 5.5 to 9.5

The waste waters from the Carling Breweries Limited exceed these

recommended limits for 5-day 30D,and the pH range.

The exceptionally high oxygen requirements of brewery wastes

would impose a loading upon the oxidation processes of a municipal sewage
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Remarks (cont'd.;

treatment plant which would probably interfere with efficient operation. It

is therefore recommended that the quantity and concentrations of the dis-

charge be regulated by a municipal ordinance.

The pH range should be controlled so that neither -acids or

alkalis would be dischdr,red lirectly to the sewers from batch operations,

and that at no one time should the pH vary outside the recommended rant-e.

I

I
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j C ? L i ,-,D
1624 iioward .venue

I

I

Personnel Interviewed: lir. zi. . .'erguson, lant ngineer

I1r. D. C. Smith, ?lant "unager

General:

This plant, manufacturin6 spark plugs, operated sixteen hours

per day, five days per week with the exce.,tion of the office and the Mating

section which operated ei6ht hours per day. There were two hundred and

sixty employees, and the plant water consumption was 110,000 gallons per day

of which 17,760 gallons per day were used in the plating processes.

taste aters:

The main source of waste waters from this plant was the zinc

plating section. In preparation for plating, the component parts were cleaned

in an alkaline cleaner, rinsed, dipped in dilute & 304 and rinsed again.

dhen the parts were removed from the plating tank, they weee rinsed, dipped

in Macro L6 containing X103, rinsed dipped in iiacro Leach number 1 contain-

ing NaOH and Na2CO3 and rinsed. Then they were rinsed in cold and hot water

and finally dried. All the rinsing operations produced a continuous waste

flow. The alkaline cleaner and the dilute sulphuric acid were dumped once

a month, the Macro Leach number 1 was dumped every two weeks, and the re-

mainding tanks were not dumped.

:no they so r f d t 1u ce e n t

I

i us L a was e was the parts washer. Here

the parts were washed in a detergent then dipped in soluble oil for rust

prevention.
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Sources of '.taste Maters ( cont' i. )

Air coming; into the plant was treated in two dust removal units.

The incoming air was scrubbed by a water spray which removed the dust from

it. This water was discharged to the plant sewers.

The plant also used cooling water in four compressors. This

flow of uncontaminated cooling water was not recycled but dischar.;ed after

use to the sewers.

All plant wastes dischari;e to the combined city sewer on Howard

Lvenue.

Sampling:

Grab samples were taken of the most si,rnificant plating wastes

from this plant. They included four of the seven running rinse tanks and

four tanks that were periodically discharged to the sewer.

Results:

From the analytical results (see analysis sheet) the normal

daily waste loading in pounds per day of contaminants emanating from the

company's plating section was calculated in the following table.
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Results (cont'd.)

Component

Rinse
following
caustic

Rinse
following
acid dip

Rinse
after

plating
3inse after
Macro L6 dip Total

Flow
gal.per min. 5 6.4 8.5 7.1 27

pH units 11.2 1.9 10.8

Alkalinity
as CaCO3 9.65 9.7

iic i di ty
as CaCO,; 44.5 45

Cyanide as HCN 4.17 4.2

Zinc as 6n 2.61 2.6

Chromium 0.27 0.27

In addition to the normal flow from the running rinses in the

plating line, there were also certain solutions dumped at regular intervals

to the sewer. The table below summarizes these wastes calculated in pounds

per day.

Caustic
cleaner

:acid
dip

L:acro Leach
number 1

carts
rasher

Volume gallons 255 130 70 300

pH units 13.2 0.2 1j.3 9.2

tilkalinity

as CaCOO 138 - 32 _

_.c i di ty
as CaCOJ - 166 - _

Chromium as Cr - - 0.18 _

"ther solubles 23 - - 6.7
(oil)

v'reauency of dump once/month once/month every 2 weeks once/month
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6ummary:

The normal flow of sewered wastes from this ;)lant were comprised
ted

mainly of uncontamin flows up to about 230 gallons )er minute (110,000

gallons per day). ':'his would indicate that the cyanide content in the

company's overall discharge was high at an estimated 3.8 parts per million

HCN. Treatment to remove some of this cyanide may be necessary. The

l ther components of the wcstes however proved to be negligible including

the dump discharges which were all under 300 gallons each. .t the time of

the survey, it was the company's practice to dump their caustic cleaner

simultaneously with the acid din solution. This )ractice is a good one as

the two solutions neutralize one another.
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Municipality: dindsor
Source: Champion Spark Plugs Limited
Date jampled: September 1, 1960 by: F. J. Dart

Lab.

No.

T-1191
T-1198
T-1192
T-1193
T-1194
T-1195
T-1196
T-1197

S o l i d s
Total Susp. Diss.

will net dry

650 40 610
1,266 407 859

will not dry

520 96 424
will not dry

Alkalinity-as
CaC03 Ether

pH Total Phenol Solubles

13.2 54,000
9.2

11.2 402
0.2

1.9

10.8
13.3 46,000

Acidity Total
Cyanide Zinc Chrome

Total I-aneral as HCN as an as Cr

41,000 9,000
2,220

230

127,000 1111500
1,450 1,175

102 64

8.0
38,000 250

T-1191 1. caustic cleaners (meter T-103)
T-1198 8. caustic wash

T-1192 2. overflowing rinse after caustic

T-1193 3. sulphuric acid dip
T-1194 4. overflowing rinse after acid dip
T-1195 5. overflowing rinse after zinc plate
T-1196 6. overflowing rinse following !Acro L6
T-1197 7. leach agent (Macro Leach Iql)

i

rn
CD
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CiQ.YiLER CO-_PJR_.TIOY O C. T_.J: D
2450 Chrysler Center

Personnel Interviewed: Er. J. J. Payne, Utilities :;nt;ineer,

Plants 1 and 3

I,Ir. H. Jarman, Superintendent of Plant
Zn,ineer, Plant 2

1
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The Chrysler Corporation of (:anada Limited operated three plants

in 14indsor, Plant 1 was the truck plant, Plant 2 was the engine plant and

Plant 3 was the car assembly plant. Me plants operated five days per week

and twenty-four hours per day. The daily water consumption was approximately

1,590,000 gallons, obtained from the city of :,indsor.

Plant Oi)erations:

Car :,ssembly Plant - Many of the component parts used in

assembling the cars arrived at the plant covered with a protective coating

of soluble oil. The oil was washed off in a dilute caustic solution before

the part was used. Cooling water for the many w eldin; machine: used in

assembling; the cars was recircula.ted,

petal treating for corrosion resistance and in preparation to

painting was a major "wet" process in the assembly plant. The partially

assembled bodies and cha,sis were dipped in an alkali cleaning; solution

followed by two water rinses. . phosphate dip, a rinse, a chromic acid dip

and another rinse followed. -the harts were then ready for the rust prevention

1
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Plant Operations (cont'd.)

coating which is a water soluble latex coating. :any of the latex coating

on the outside of the body was washed off with the washings going to a waste

disposal system. Ster drying in a -as fired dryer, the bodies were ready

to be painted. Two primary coats and two final colour coats were applied

in water walled paint booths. 1'he water in the booths was to adsorb

fumes and was recirculated. There was another system similar to the one

just described, only smaller, for unassembled components such as fenders.

The water used on the wall of the paint booths was directed to

one of four lar;*e settling tan],-s. In these tanks the paint was skimmed off

and the water was recirculated to the .)aint booth. The paint sludge was

trucked away and land dumped.

The frames used to carry the bodies and )arts throu,-h the paint-

ing process uere cleaned by having the paint stripped off them in acidic

or alkaline solutions.

The wash water used following the latex coatinir operation was

coagulated with activated silica and alum, and then pumped to a flotation

unit where the "paint" sludge was removed and trucked away, and the water

recirculated to the latex washing operation. This waste treatment process

had a capacity of 120 gallons per minute and the whole system required ten

to fifteen gallons per minute make-up water.

There was a l-irge automatic -)lating process in the assembly plant

for zinc plating; nuts and bolts for rust prevention. The plating- process

was a cyanide process. 3efore plating, the nuts and bolts were cleaned in

alkali, sulphuric acid, an alkaline electroclean tank, and muriatic acid.

t
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Plant iperations (cont'd.)

There was a rinse between each of these cleaning operations. The parts

were then dipped in a cyanide preparation tank and then plated. Following

the plating operation, the parts were dipped in a draLr out tank, were rinsed,

then were liven a nitric acid bri_;ht dip and a final rinse. The acidic and

basic rinse waters neutralized each other in a tank of 2,000 gallon capacity.

The rinse water containing cyanide was collected in one of two 2,000 ,a.llon

tanks while a previous amount was being treated with hypochlorite in the

other tank. Mach tank had a retention time of three hours. There was also

a hand plating operation for harts that can not be ;gut throu:Th the auto-

matic plating machine. The rinses from the hand plating operation were

trey e aut

Truck Plant - The operations in the truck plant were similar

to those in tht: car assembly ..lant only on a smaller scale. Cooling water

from welding machines was not recycled. 'ihe Metal treating operiLtions were

not the same a.s in the car plant. In the car plant the bodies were dragged

through the solutions, while in the truck plant, the parts remained stat-

ionery and the solutions are sprayed onto them. The waste waters from the

spraying operations were not treated or recycled as in the car slant but

were sewered.

Engine Plant - Throughout the engine plant were washers used

to remove oil from engine parts. These washers used caustic cleaners con-

taining sodium metasilicate and tripolyphosphate, and were dumped every

six to eight weeks. 't'here were no welding machines that use cooling water

F11
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Plant Operations (cont'd.)

in this plant. Grinding and cutting operations required soda water for

cooling and lubrication, and the soda water was dumped when it became

rancid.

After the engines were tested by runnin3 them under their own

power, the oil and water was removed from the engine. :ny water that got

into the oil system or oil that ?ot the water system was se.)arated

in a Boosey system. The oil was recovered and the water was wasted to the

sewers.

Description of j,:wers:

iiost sanitary waste was discharged to the city sanitary sewers.

The process wastes from the eastern parts of plants 2 and 3 were discharged

to a 27 inch diameter city storm sewer that emptied into the Grand Marais

Ditch just east of the salvage buil ing. The process waste from the west

side of plants 2 and 3 was discharged to a 60 inch diameter plant sewer that

also discharged into Grand ".1arais Ditch. Flant 1, the truck l,li_nt at Fiercer

atreet and Tecumseh Boulevard, discharged all wastes to the municipal com-

bined sewers.

Sampling; and .'low i,Ieasurements:

-ight hour composite samples were taken from both sewers before

they reached plant 2 and also at the outfalls to the Grand iiarais Ditch.

The flows through the two sewers were measurel at their outfalls

to the ditch with an Ott velocity meter.
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The following table lists the analytical results of analyses

performed on samples taken from the two sewers on October 26 and 27, 1960

by members of the Ontario .a.ter resources Commission, the results of a sur-

vey conducted in June 1956 by Chrysler Corporation, and limits on the dis-

charge of wastes to storm sewers and natural watercourses recommended by

the ,ntario later resources Commission. he results are reported in parts

per million, with the exception of pH anal phenol.

Component
recommended 60 sewer 27" sewer

Limit 1960 1956 1960 1956

Biochemical oxygen demand 20 63 - 45 -

Suspended solias 15 144 483 90 412

pH 5.5 to 10.5 9.7 8 7.2 7

Phenol
(parts per billion) 20 15 - 30 _

Oil 15 16 262 92.7 769

Cyanide 0 0 8.3 0 -

The results of the flow rzate measurements indicated a flow of

850 Imperial gallons per minute from the 60 inch sewer, and 197 Gallons

per minute from the 27 inch sewer at 10 a.m. on November 2, 1960. This

flow and the preceeding analyses indicate the following amounts of waste

discharged daily to the Grand Harais ditch.

F
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Results (cont'd.)

Component 60 inch Sewer 27 inch Sewer Total

Flow - gallons per day 1,250,000 288,000 1,538,000

Biochemical oxygen demand
- pounds per day 687 130 817

Suspended solids
- pounds per day 1,800 260 2,060

Oil - pounds per day 188 267 455

Phenol - pounds per day 0.168 0.086 0.274

Discussion:

1

t

The 27 inch storm server carried waste that exceeded the re-

commended limit on discharges to a storm sewer or natural watercourse with

respect to biochemical oxygen demand, suspended solids, phenol and oil.

Of these, oil and suspended solids, 6-neatly exceeded the recommended limit.

Most of the polluting constituents seemed to enter this sewer south of

Ypres Boulevard indicatin- that the major source of pollution of the 27 inch

storm sewer originated in the eastern part of plant 2.

The 60 inch process sewer exceeded the recommended limit on dis-

charges to natural watercourses in respect to biochemical oxygen demand,

suspended solids and oil, with biochemical oxygen demand and suspended solids

representing; the major polluting constituents. The majority of these con-

stituents entered the 60 inch sewer from the -nest part of plant 3.

,ilthough the w,.Ste waters in the 60 inch and the 27 inch sewers

contained excessive concentrations, this :survey indicated a vast improvement

1
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Discussion (cont'd

in the quality of the effluent since 1956 when the Chrysler Corporation

conducted an Industrial 2rocess taste Survey at the Canadian Plants

number 2 and 3. `?his improvement occurred in spite of the heavy waste

load imposed when the rust and corrosion proofing process was recently

added to thn nn l i nn

1
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COCA COLrL LIIt7TLi)
1650 Howard venue
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Personnel Interviewed: i:r. Frank Morrow, Plant Foreman

General:

as the largest soft drink bottling company in :indsor, this com-

pany produced approximately 500,000 cases of soft drinks a year and employed

approximately seventy persons during the busy season (summer) and approx-

imately forty-five persons during the winter months. Though the plant

normally operated ei._;ht hours per day, five days per week, in summer the

operations generally extended to a second shift with a total of thirteen

to fourteen hours per day, six days a week. ::vera:-e water consumption for

the plant was 18,x]00 gallons daily with a high of 25,000 gallons during the

:.c Live months.

Operationo:

Water and sugar were added to the concentrated coca cola extract

to produce a beverage syrup used in the bottling operations. The bottling

operations used automatic machines which nixed syrup, soda water, and sof-

tened water to fill the bottles of pop.

The main wastes of this plant were derived from bottle washing

and sterilizing. 3.5 per cent caustic solution used to clean the
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tastes (cont' d. )

bottles was followed by a caustic rinse in addition to being dumped itself

as frequently as once a month in summer. The caustic solution was divided

between three tanks with ori;inally 219 pounds of caustic soda being

added to each tank. khe most exhausted tank of caustic was dumped each

time. In addition, 40 gallons of stirilette solution (19;% phosphoric acid)

was dumped annually. Other possibly wastes oustide of domestic would be

the wash-up of the syrup-blending tank and the bottling, machine.

and -.nalysis:

A grab sample of the caustic bottle washing solution and the

stirilette solution was taken at this company. the sami,les were then

analyzed for the concentration of contaminant materials to ;-ive the follow-

ing results.

Alkalinity Acidity
Total Susp. Diss. pH as CaCJ3 as CaCO,

Caustic bottle wash 60,060 1,400 58,660 13.4 55,000

Stirilette solution - - - 0.95

Summary-

137,500

Part of the water used at this company went into the product

(about 18 per cent). Bottle rinsing was estimate:- to add about 60 pounds

of alkalinity to the sewer each day, while the disposal of bottle washing

caustic every one to three months releases 350 pounds of alkalinity. ',very

year as well 40 gallons of stirilette solution adds about 54 pounds of acid-

ity due to its content of phosphoric acid.
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COLOIII-L TOUL COliP_.NY LIT-IITEO
1691 'alker Road

Personnel Interviewed% i,ir. Jt. Pierre, :iaintenance -oreman

General:

This was a tool and die shop employing one hundred people.

Most of the employees worked the day shift, five days per week, with

twelve men on the second shift and two on the third shift.

is

I

t
t

The main plant operations were machining and hardening. The

hardening operations consisted of heatinp the parts and quenching them in

an oil bath. "here was no liquid waste from this process, only uncontamin-

ated cooling; water.

Discussion:

The waste waters from this plant consisted of 500 gallons of

water per week containing some trisodium i..hosphate, 200 gallons of water

her week containing a small amount of soluble oil, cooling water and san-

itary waste. These wastes were discharged to the combined seder on Nohawk

The contamination of the industrial wastes from this plant were

considered to be negli,;ible. oince the Cclonial `Fool Company Limited was

one of the lamer tool and die shops in Windsor, and its operation was
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Discussion (cont'd.

typical of that of other tool and die shops in the area, no other in-

dustries of this type were inspected in the city of Windsor.

Summary:

its this waste from this plant was of very small quantity and

relatively inoffensive, the process wastes from this plant were considered

negligible in terms of possible sewage treatment.

t



DOMINION FORG" LI111TED
2480 Seminole Street

Perscn-zel Intervi,-wed: i'ir. '?. T. .'addington, Metallurgist

Mr. Gordon Drouillard, Technician

t

General:

The plant employed approximately four hundred and fifty people,

five days per week, one shift per day. Occasionally two shifts were needed.

The plant consumed 254,000 gallons of city water daily in the production

of alloy and carbon steel forein-s for the automotive, aircraft and rail-

road industries.

Plant Operations:

There were a number of sections for the various operations such

as heat treating, cold trimming, board and steam hammering, forging, press-

ing and upsetting. Lost of the manufacturing operations could be classified

as dry. The following description mentions processes and operations that

used water or produced water-borne wastes.

In heat treating metal, the material was heated in a furnace

then quenched in an oil bath, cooled by water circulating in a heat ex-

changer unit. The cooling; water remained uncontaminated. In some oper-

ations materials were water quenched. In these cases, the waste cooling

water overflowed from a basin where the scale was allowed to settle, and

the scale was shovelled out of the basin and trucked to a dump. Ae oil.
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Plant Operations (contd.)

quenched metal was usually heated in another furnace that burned off the

oil film and thus no oil was sewered.

In L hanuner shop the tongs used by the woritmen in moving red

hot forginbs were stored in barrels cooled by a continuous water ovefflow.

The workers changed tongs every few minutes as they became hot. The over-

flow water was uncontaminated.

Boiler make-up was obtained from condenser cooling water, and

was passed through ion exchangers before being admitted to the boilers.

Steam returned from the "steam hammer i3ill" had the oil recovered before

the condensate was put back into the boilers. Before steam was used in

the cylinders of the steam presses, oil ias injected into it to lubricate

the inside of the steam cylinder.

Sewers:

The waste waters from this plant were dischar;ed into combined

city sewers that along with the .talker :toad sewer joined the nr,,yle .;oad

sewer which flowed to the Detroit fiver.

Summarv:

The waste waters from this plant, other than sanitary waste, were

mainly uncontaminated cooling waters. The amount of chemical contamination

from processes such as quenching and boiler water treatment was considered
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Summary (cont'd.)

to be insignificant. he majority of the sewered process water was

spent cooling water. Segregation of any potentially contaminable

waste flows should be undertaken if separate storm and sanitary sewers

become available.

P

t
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t DUPL. ' C,uf1,DA LIP'IIT-D

(Windsor Divisiorj
1850 Walker 3oad
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Personnel Interviewed: Mr. 3ooley, I la.nt Lnineer

General:

This plant employed one hundred people, five days per week and

eight hours per day, for the production of automotive windshields. '.'he

daily water consumption was 159,000 gallons.

Plant Operation:

Glass used as the raw material was cleaned. Two sheets were

then put together with a strip of plastic between them. These were placed

in an oil filled autoclave and heated to 3000 n. at a pressure of 165 psi.

The formed windshields were then cooled by pumping the surrounding oil

through water cooled heat exchangers. Cooling water was also used on four

large compressors. A terrycloth filter removed oil from the water reused

as boiler make-up.

later Use:

Sanitary uses - 3,000 gallons per day

Glass washing - 5,000 gallons per day

Cooling - 151.000 gallons per day

T 0 T A L - 159,000 gallons per day

I
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1 "'he only contaminated waste water from this plant was the

water used to wash the glass. "hen this was diluted with the large

amount of cooling water from the rest of the plant it became negliible.

The wastes were dischar6ed to the Jal er toad combined sewer.
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LL_-C LI COPIP,M LIP:ITLD
1305 Jindsor
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Personnel Intervie-.red: Hr. _t. J. Dellard, Comptroller

This small industry produced die castings for fuel pumps

and general electrical equipment for the automotive plants. Outside

of a 149700 gallons per day use of water for cooling dies and general

domestic use, the company was essentially a dry industry. The un-

contaminated cooling water entered the city combined sewer system

on 'iindsor Street, auch uncontaminating cooling water would be

acceptable for discharge to a storm sewer if one became available.

I
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EJSCO ; Tj'u'IidG ? tODUC IS LIiTIT:JD
444 Hanna :3treet 'est
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Personnel Interviewed: I;r. S. Flagg, slant Superintendent

Generals

The plant employed twenty people, five days per week, eight

hours per day. 'hen two shifts were needed, the number of employees

rose to thirty-five. Metal parts were stamped at this plant. The

operations were essentially dry.

The only water used in the plant, other than sanitary water,

was cooling water for the spot welding machine. These wastes were

discharged to the combined city sewer on Hanna :street.
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E'66E X P:,C L'?a LII IT7,O
897 Mercer 6treet

Personnel Interviewed: !,r. :). ;.IcPharlin, 21ant iianager

Mr. C. He?Martin, Plant :;ngineer

1

General:

This plant had one hundred and thirty employees, ten of whom

were on the night shift. The workers were employed five days per week

and eight and a half hours per day.

The company engaged in slaightering, meat dressing and sausage

manufacturing operations. !,n average of thirty-five cattle per day were

processed in the morning, and eight hundred and fifty hogs per week were

processed during the afternoon.

The daily water consumption was 126,000 gallons per day and

80 per cent of this, or 100,800 gallons per day, was used in the slaugh-

tering, dressing and rendering operations. The remainder was used in

sausage processing (259200 gallons per dky).

Operation:

After the cattle and hogs were slaughtered and dressed, the

carcasses were hung in cold storage. Blood and wash water from the

killing floor was discharged to a sump in the plant yard and thence to

combined city sewer on Mercer atreet. 'taste waters from the dressing;

and butchering operations drained to a settling basin for grease recovE y



Operation (cont'd.)

r

and then to the sump. Paunch manure however was aewered directly to the

small sump in the yard.

Clean fat from the dressing operations was rendered to produce

lible lard. Waste water from the render harged to the

settling basin. The inedible portion of the animals, such as bones, hooves,

skulls, horns, internal organs, etc., were ground, cooked and pressed into

cakes to be sold as fertilizer. The liquid waste from this operation

went to the sump in the yard.

In the manufacture of sausages, meat was ground and blended with

additives before being stuffed into natural or artificial casings. The

waste waters from this section included membrane soal: and rinse water, in

addition to water from general equipment cleansing. ..11 from this

area were discharged to a special settlin;; basin ani thence to the general

drain carrying the remainder of the plant wastes to the combined municipal

sewer on Fiercer .)treet.

Samplings

Eight hour composite samples were taken of the effluent from

the sausage section settling tank, the slaughter house settling tank and

of the total effluent from the slaughter house.

Results:

The followin.- analytical results are in parts per million, with

the exception of pH. Also listed are analytical values for strag domestic
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Results (cont'd.)

wasted for comparison with the wastes from this plant. The table includes

the sewer loadin; in mounds per day basod upon the average volume of waste

flow and the analtyica.l results.

Component

Normal
Strong Slaughter house

settling basin
-total waste from

slaughter house
Sausa e plant
settling basin

ppm ppm 1b. /day ppm lb. day ppm lb. day

Biochemical oxygen
demand 300 900 - 1,600 1,613 11200 302

Suspended solids 350 276 - 886 893 206 52

pH 5.5-9.5 6.2 - 6.o - 5.5 -

Total Kj.eldahl 90 160 - 144 145 68 17

Free ammonia 50 91 - 38 38 16 4

Ether solubles 100 2,5 - 460 463 740 188

I

1

,;ewer Loading from the entire i'lant:

Biochemical oxygen demand - 1,915 lb./day

suspended solids - 945 lb./day

Total kjeldahl - 162 lb./day

Free ammonia - 42 lb./day

Grease (ether solubles - 651 lb./day

Discussion:

The effluent from this plant proved to be strong in terms of
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sanitary sewa7e due to its high 5-day biochemical oxyjen demand, suspended

solids, nitro;_;ens and ether solubles. Overall the strength and volume of

wastes would be of Ljc sider:ztion in the desi;-n of future sewage tre

went facilities.
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I JJJJX II-I-' CO1r00L.'JON LI1_IT_,D
1664 dindsor

Personnel Interviewed: Mr. it. S. Crichton, General Manager

111r. G. Roe, males Engineer

f
w

e

I

general:

This plant employed approximately three hundred people on a

five day, eight hour shift basis. Ten months of the year two shifts were

employed. IJanufactures of the plant included ignition coils, electrical

cables, and general equipment for the electrical systems of automobiles.

The daily water c;,nsumption averaged 64,100 gallons.

Plant Operations:

The operations at this plant were mainly confined to dry processes

such as winding coils and weaving fabric insulation on electrical cables.

Cooling water was used on spot-welders and plastic-extruding machines for

coating wire. No contamination resulted in these uses of water. In addition,

a small hand operation for lead-coating battery lead terminals employed

muriatic acid as a fluxing agent. !'he volume of waste here however was

negligible being under two gallons per clump discharge. No wire-forming or

plating operations were carried out at this plant.

aunriary :

Only cooling water and sanitary wastes were sewered from this

I
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Summary (cont'd.)

plant whose processes can be basically considered dry. The wastes entered

the city's combined sewer system on Windsor Avenue.
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i IOTOR CO: iYniiY Or CAAid )A LIMITED
'Andsor Manufacturing Operations

278 Riverside Drive &ist

Personnel Interviewed: ?sir. '1. D. Chute, Plant T,7ngineer

Mr. 'I. Corin, _assistant Plant En`;ineer

t
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General:

The operations of the lord Motor Company of Canada Limited in

',Iindsor employed approximately five thousand people for the production of

automative engines, driveshaft tubes, tail pipes, gas tanks, wheels and a

few other components of automobiles. Most of the plant operated one eight

hour shift per day, five days per week. The power house operated twenty-

four hours per day. The plant used 185,000 gallons of city water daily and

42,000 gallons of river water per minute in the normal operations of the

plant.

Plant Operations:

The plant could be divided into four sections, the power house,

the foundry, the machining building and the engine assembly building.

Cam shafts, crank shafts, heads, and fly wheels were case in the

foundry. .:ngine blocks were not cast here but were brought in from an out-

side sup_)lier. `!here was a cyanide hardening; ,process in the foundry which

was a decreasing operation. here there once had been fifty cyanide pots,
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Plant Operations (cont'd.)

only four were left. A major use of water in the foundry was in a dust

collector on the roof of the building.

The machining operations took place in Plant 2. The main waste

water from this plant was the soda water. 'he soda water contained such

additive: -.s ail, soap, and sulphides and was used as a coolant and lubri-

cant in the :machining operations. eis the soda water was used it gradually

became contaminated with oil from the hydraulic systems of the machines,

and this oil was removed in a three compartment oil separator before the

soda water was sewered. Several systems for recirculating the soda water

were used but the purpose of each system was the same; to remove the metal

cuttings and grir_dins for sale,if possible, as scrap, and to recycle the

soda water. she soda water was sewered before it became rancid.

Cyanide plating of copier and chromium was carried out in Plant

2. The acid and alkali rinse waters were used to neutralize each other and

the cyanide containing wastes were treated with hypochlorite to destroy the

cyanide.

Throughout Plant 2 were water cooled welding machines, washers

for removing oil from parts and a water-walled paint booth which did not

have a water recirculation system but did have paint sludge removal. Other

processes in this building, such as producing wheels and exhaust systems

were dry operations.

In the six and eight cylinder engines were assem-

bled and tested. !ashers using hot water and deter,;ents for removal of oil

from parts, a water walled paint booth with sludge removal and water
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Plant Operations (cont'd.)

recirculation, the phosphate coating of cam shafts, and soda water recir-

culation systems as in .1 ant 2, were the equipment and processes discharging

waste waters from the Engine Plant.

The main use of water in the ;'ower douse was cooling water for

the turbi..e ccndensers. ;hen an extension was built on the power house, an

additional turbine had been installed and the raw water intake could no

longer handle the cooling; water reryuirements. r.s a result, a new raw water

intake and station was built at the east end of the company property.

The old intake was still being used. Fly ash from the power house was pumped,

as a slurry, to a pit near the waterfront, allowed to settle, and then

trucked away.

-1 .

The »lant used 185,000 gallons of city water ,)er day for drink-

ing, washing and for cooling in some machines that would become clo;;;,ed if

river water had been used. The city water used was refrigerated.

The power house was equipped with two 28,000 U.3. gallon per

minute pumps for water used in the power house, and several 6,000 gallon

per minute pumps for service water, but only two of these pumps operated

at one time. The power house used water at a rate of 30,000 gallons per

minute and the rest of the plant used 12,000 gallons )er minute. In a nor-

mal eight hour o;)erating period, the plant used 2,016,000 gallons of river

water. t11 water pumped from the Detroit River was screened and chlorinated.

I
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Sewers and Outfalls:

Sanitary waste throughout the plant was discharged to the city

sewers. .,11 process waste was discharged to the main )rocess sewer which

ran benealth the east side of the Engine Plant and Plant 2, and lischarged

to the Detroit river though a partially submerc_°ed 7 foot by 7 foot concrete

outfall, north 3f the power house. The old water intake was approximately

10 feet east of the outfall and the new water intake was approximately 600

feet east of the process sewer outfall. the process sewer began as a

20 inch concrete pipe, changed to a 48 inch concrete pipe at the south end

of the -engine Plant, a 60 inch brick pine at the south end of Plant 2, and

ended as a 60 inch concrete ;pipe from the north end of Plant 2 to the out-

fall.

Sampling:

An eight hour composite sample of the process waste was obtained

from the outfall of the process sewer to the Detroit River. "Grab" samples

of this effluent were also taken when an excessive amount of fly ash was

visible. An eight hour composite sample of the Detroit Liver was also taken

from the nlant's old raw water intake.

Results:

The following table contains analytical results and the esti-

mated waste loading from the plant durinC the eight hour production period.

The other sixteen hours per clay the power house operate3, but at reduced

capacity.
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Constituent
':Saw .'ater

(Detroit River) Plant Effluent Net Loading

Biochemical oxygen
demand 11 I,pm 10 ppm 0

Suspended solids 84 ppm 134 ppm 109080

pH 8.3 8.4 -

Alkalinity 120 ppm 96 ppm 0

Phenol 10 ppb 15 ppb 1 lb./day

Cyanide 0 0 0

Oil - 0.8 ppm 161 lb./day

Plant Sampling ;1rogramme:

Twice monthly samples of the plant effluent were taken by plant

personnel and analyzed for total Solids, ignited solids, pH, iron, chromium,

cyanide and oil. In reviewing the analytical results of these analyses

the only problem seemed to be oil which on a few occasions reached a con-

centration of 10 to 15 parts per million.

Discussion:

From an inspection of the analytical results, it was seen that

no waste constituent was being discharged by the ?ord Notor Company of

Canada Limited in excess of the concentrations su;;t;ested for discharge to

natural watercourses, with the exception of suspended solids. =5.lthough

the recommended limit on the concentration' of suspended solids discharged
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Discussion (cont'd.)

to a natural watercourse is 15 parts per million, and the plant was dis-

waste containing 134 parts per million, the concentration of sus-

pended solids in the Detroit -diver at the raw water inlet to the Ford Iiotor

Company was 84 parts per million. ?his indicates that the plant was produc-

ing an effii,.ent with a net suspended solids concentration of 50 parts per

million. This is in excess of the reccmmended limit of 15 parts per million.
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THE 3:;N:7 u,L i,I' :XTIN:IUI:iH",t CO'ZPC t _?ION ( C_,,n] , LII!IT-:J
978 :.it. Luke 'load
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Personnel Interviewed: Hr. T. Siimes, Plant

General:

:Fire extinguishers were fabricated and assembled at this plant.

Linen hose was produced and chemicals for char,ing fire extinguishers were

The plant employed sixty-five people who worked five days per

week, eight hours per day. the daily water consumption was 10,250 gallons.

Plant Operation:

The fabrication and assembly of the extinguishers was mainly a

dry operation. dolderinJ was a very small operation, the steps being: an

acid dip, a cold water running rinse, and a hot water rinse. :he amount of

waste from this operation was insignificant. _.lthough the water used in

the hydraulic testing of linen fire hose was not recycled, the water used

for testing the extinguishers themselves was. A water walled paint booth

also had a recirculating water system which was dumped less than once a

week. Cooling water was used on a compressor at a rate of 20 gallons per

minute, eight hours per day. Three welding machines used about 1 quart of

cooling water each, per minute.

This olant planned to move in the future but the operations at
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Plant Operation (cont'd.)

the new location would be the same as at the ;present site. -Lt the pre-

time, the waste waters are being discharged to the combined city sewer

cn :fit. Luk-, .load.

t

Summary:

Of the 10,250 gallons of water used per day by this plant,

over 99000 gallons was discharged a° uncontaminated coolin, water. !,Vrther-

more, most of theremaining 1,250 gallons was sanitary water. ihus the

amount of contaminated industrial water discharged was essentially

negligible.
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G:"INF,I iL 0ODS LIAITED
1001 ".;yandotte Street Wc3t
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Personnel Interviewed: I.ir. L. B. Dickhout, lant Manager

Mr. A. Korol, iianager of Technical Services

iir. i,I. A. Wood, Plant Zngineer.

General:

This plant, employing one hundred and sixty people, operated

five days per week. The office and packaging departments worked eight hours

per day. The daily water consumption averaged 119,200 gallons, not includ-

, cooling water, which was pumped from a private well and returned to anitlj

abandoned icluded such reakfast cereals,

iota, puddings and calve mixes.

I

t

t

Prc

Building "F" - This was the cereal processing building. Two

dust collectors, one for the iugar Crisps manufacture and one for the

Alphabits drying used eight and six gallons of water per minute respectively.

These dust collectors were used continuously. A larger source of waste

water was the wheat washer, which used approximately 30 gallons per minute.

This was a continuous waste flow whenever the washer was in operation.

The waste from this operation depended largely upon the quality of the

wheat bein.- processed, and the operating schedule of the process varied
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Process (cont'd.)

upon the demand for wheat in other departments. -The intermittent process

would operate for only a few days then shut down for several days.

Another source of waste was the "candy" coating process. The process it-

self produced no waste waters, but there was a daily clean-up of the equip-

ment. The -lean-up waste would contain an onkite cleaner and waste sugar.

The packaging operations were carried out in a room where the

humidity was controlled. The dehumidifier contained a lithium chloride

solution which was regenerated with stEam. No contaminated liqui.l waste

was derived from this type of dehumidifier.

In Building "D" such products as flour, tapioca, and baking powder

were processed and packaged. All these operations were dry.

Rice and grapenut flakes were ;processed in Building "C". The pro-

duction of grapenut flakes discharged no liquid wastes while rice processing

was a major source. Both products were prepared alternately with some of

the same equipment. .fter the rice was cooked, it was cooled and washed

with water. This water was basically recycled except for approximately

35 gallons per minute which was screened and centrifuged before discharge.

The collected solids were removed and sold as cattle feed and the liquid

portion of the waste discharged to the sewers.

},taste waters from the wheat washer and dust collectors were dis-

charged to an uncharted plant sewer that ran westward beneath Building "I"'

to the combined city sewer on ,ellington :avenue. Sanitary and rice process-

ing waste discharged to the Crawford Avenue combined sewer which in turn

flowed into the combined sewer on "ellington venue.

P
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Sampling:

Composite samples, covering a four hour production period,

were taken. The waste flows from the sugar crisps dust collector and from

the rice processing were sampled. The dust collector on tile -tilphabits

dryer proved inaccessible for sampling. In addition, at the time of the

survey, the wheat washer was not operative.

results:

The follcwinp; table contains the analytical results of the

analyses performed on the samples and the resulting est_mated waste load

froi.. the plant. except for pH, all analytical results are in parts per

million and loadings are in pounds per day.

Rice
Component Processin.;

Sugar Crisps
dust collector

ilphabits
dust collector

Wheat
'dasher

Flow - gpd 50,400 11,520 81640 43,200

Biochemical oxygen
demand - ppm 3,000 59700 5,700* 300'

- lb/day 19512 657 492 130

:suspended solids
- ppm 19944 1,224 1,224*- 220*-
- lb/day 9BO 141 106 95

Total nitrogen
- ppm 15.3 41.2 41.2*
- lb/day 7.7 4.8 3.5

pH 5.4 5.8

* estimated concentrations considered
easily obtainable under normal oper-
ating conditions.

I
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Results (cont'd.)

The following table contains the daily waste load from the plant

which occur7ed whenever the wheat washer and rice processing equipment were

simultaneous, in addition to the dust collectors which operated continuously.

The total effluent concentrations were calculated from the daily waste load

and the daily water consumption. For comparative purposes, the max-

imumimum concentrAtions of components in industrial effluents recommended

for disposal with sanitary sewage are also included in the table.

Total Plant affluent

Recommended
1°aximum in
an Industrial

Component pounds per day parts per million Effluent - ppm

Biochemical oxygen
demand 2,791 29340 300

juspended solids 19322 1,110 350

Total nitrogen 20 17 75

Summa ry :

The above table indicates that the waste from this plant vus

much stronger than that acceptable for treatment with normal sanitary sew-

age with respect to biochemical oxygen demand and suspended solids. The

nitrogen analyses indicate that this waste is nitrogen deficient for sewage

treatment, since the ratio of biochemical oxygen demand to-total nitrogen

t
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Summary (cont'd.)

is 140 to 1 whereas the normal operation of the biological treatment

processes rer_uire a biochemical oxygen demand to nitrogen ratio of 8 to 1.

This plant would be a major contributor to any future sewage treatment

plant and any innovations to reduce or remove contaminants from these

wastes woL.d greatly ease the upon treatment f-c-ilities.

1

t

FJ



:17"L i:UTv=:S OF CA.:1__Dti LI1JT1D.12
Motor Divi_,ion

148" .alker Road
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1

Personnel Interviewed: I'r. P. RudJe, Manager

Ts. C. Pearce, Resident Accountant

Nix. J. Neilson, aafety Director

Ilr. J. Pearson, i°iethods and i'lant Layout

General:

This plant produced automotive engines for Pontiac, Chevrolet

and Duick automobiles. Production was eighty Pontiac or Chevrolet six -

cylinder engines per hour and eight Buick VS engines per hour. The plant

used 324,000 gallons of city water daily.

Plant Operation:

Plant 2 had assembly lines for the production of six-cylinder

Chevrolet and .ontiac engines. Sub-assembly lines were used for the block

and crank-shaft where cleaning produced some liquid waste. The main

assembly line completed the engine and no liquid wastes result from the

operations.

The machine floor, which prepared the component parts for the

assembly line carried out such operations as cleaning, reaming, milling,

grinding, drilling, granodizing, dry machining, lapping and honing. In

many of these operations a coolant was required which may be soda water or

I
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Plant Operations (cont'd.)

a solution of soluble oil and water in the ratio of 40 to 1. The amount

of body to the coolant will depend upon the material to be worked. Cool-

ants were cleaned and recirculated until rancid and then dumped. The

coolant recirculation system was usually a part of the machine where for-

eign matt.-r was settled from the coolant or removed by ma;netic pick-up.

Cam shafts received an etching )rocess called <,ranodizing

which prevented scoring when t..o dissimilar metals such as cast-iron and

steel are assembled. The process consisted of two hot water rinses, a

lubrite (granodine) dip, a cold water rinse and finally a dip in a warm

soluble oil and water solution for rust protection.

maintenance section which provided machine re,,air service

and tool making did not -)ro0,uce Ii uid waste.

A quality cheek was ru: or the assembled en;;ines with a dyna-

mometer. Cooling water used on the brake of the dynamometer was discharged,

uncontaminated, to the sewers.

As a final test, the engines were run under their own power.

after the test the water was recovered and recirculated, and the oil was

drained, filtered, heated and reused.

Plant 2 had two water walled paint booths where the assembled

engines were painted. Me water used in these booths was recirculated and

contained an alkaline additive which aided in the coagulation of the paint.

The paint scum was removed daily.
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Plant Operations (cont' d. )

Plant 2 also contained an assembly line for Buick V8 engines.

t

n
This was mainly an assembly line with little machin done. The parts did

have the soluble oil washed of them. locker arms were heat treated and

machined. The hardening process contained the following operations -

heating of the rocker arms in a propane furnace, quenching in an oil bath,

and decarbalizin; in an alectric furnace. There w,-L-- no liquid waste from

this process.

Sheet metal parts such as oil p :ns, valv,_ covers and crank

shaft covers were cleaned and dil))ed in soluble oil (2 gallons to 100

gallons of water) for rust prevention.

The power house was equipped with three coal fired boilers hav-

ing a cap-city of 70,000 pounds per hour. However, the maximum steam

used did not e:cceed 30,000 pounds per hour. The boilers operated on 100

per cent make-up in summer and 50 per cent returns 'urinj; the winter.

There was a continuous blowdown of 5 to 7 )er cent. Boiler feed water

was waste cooling water from the compressors, and was treated with chemical

softeners.

Pl:..nt Sewers:

Process waste from the main plant and from plant 2 was picked

up by six feeder lines, mostly 12 inch crock pipes, running east to the com-

bined city sewer on "alker load. "ach of these sewers were thought to be

equiped with lamp holes through which samples could be tah en. iowever, only
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Plant :ewers ( cont' d. )

two of these lamp holes were located. ibe ones located serviced areas in

the plant that discharged more waste waters than the rest of the plant,

with the exception of the power house. Lamp hole number 2 was located

318 feet south of the north ...,all of the main building. Lamp hole number

5 was loop-.ed 450 feet south of number 2 lamp hole. The lamp holes were

between the main buildingr an( l licer Tiou i.

Sampling:

Ufrht hour composite samples were taken from number 2 and 5

lamp holes, on October 26, 1960, between 8:45 a.m. and 4:45 p.m.

'.las to Load:

Since the sampled feeder sewers drained the heaviest operating

portion of the plant, the following table represents the muximiun sewer

loading from the plant. The actual loadin.; is less than the values in the

table. The calculations are based on the average of the analytical re-

of the two samples.

Constituent Average Concentration_ Loading
(ppm lb. ,iay

Biochemical oxygen demand 158 512

Suspended Solids 244 790

Oil 108 350

Phenol 50 (ppb) 0.169
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Discussions

Should the city of lindsor build a sewage treatment plant the

city should also enact and enforce by-laws limiting the discharge of in-

dustrial wastes. These limits are needed to help protect the biological

sewage treatment processes and the equipment such as sewers and humps from

the uncontrolled discharge of industrial wastes. Slugs of industrial

waste can 2orrode equipment and can disrupt the biological sewage treat-

ment processes leaving them i,ieffective for several days or even several

weeks.

Since the General motors plant dischar,;ed its waste to the com-

bined city sewer on 4alker :-load, its effluent would be controlled by the

city by-law. Ohe only contituent in the waste from this plant that

exceeds the limits usually cited in municipal by-laws is oil. Oil of

mineral origin is usually limited to 15 parts per million for discharge to

a municipal sewerage system, and the effluent from this plant contained

over 100 parts per million.



EDUST3IAL PL i.!;:3.i ,LIMITED
2468 Ouellette itreet,
Sandwich nest Township

Mr. J. Scislowski, Manager and Owner

Mr. M. Tyler, :.lacing Operator

I
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GenE

The company carried out zinc !-d chromium the

latter involving copper and nickel underplating. The company employed less

than ten people and operated on a varying schedule averaging five days per

week. .'ater use averaged 13,300 gallons daily.

Three platin,3 units were present. _'he unit doing zinc elating

was automatically operated and included electroclea.ning, acid pickling,

zinc plating, and dichromate bri,htening. `funning rinses were used follow-

ing each operation. .nother unit operated on a manual basis carrying out

chrome plating with the following sequence of operations each requiring a

running rinses electrocleaning, hydrochloric acid pickling, copper strick

and copper plating, sulphuric acid pickling, nickel plating, and chromium

plating. In addition reclaim tanks were employed after each plating oper-

ation. The third plating line was used for barrel-plating of small harts.

Its operations were limited to electrocleaning anc' either zinc or cadmium

plating followed by a dichromate dip in the case of zinc. Rinses were
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Operations (cont'd.)

employed with each operation. minimum of buffing equipment was also

in the building but it was a dry operation.

'd-s t es :

the continuous industrial wastes at this plant included the

1

flows from about fifteen rinje tanks when all the facilities were in use.

In addition, there were a number of dump discharges to be included. At

regular intervals three 150 gallon acid solutions would be discharged as

well as three alkaline electrocleanin,solutions and two dichromate brigh-

tening dips. the only other wastes were from cooling and sanitation.

The wastes entered a grease trap on the south-west corner and then entered

the sanitary sewer on Ouellette Utreet.

:sampling:

A grab sample was obtained from the grease sump of the sewer

containing the entire waste flow from the company, while plating pro-

cesses were in normal operation.

Results:

The results of the analyses are tabulated below in parts per

million, with the exception of pH

pH Alkalinity Cyanide Zinc Copper Nickel Chromium
as CaCO3 as HCN .s Zn as Cu as Ni as Cr

10.3 460 57.2 70 0.13 1.2 0.32
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Results (cont'd.)

The pH, cyanide, and zinc concentrations were high in the

wastes. The wastes were computed from flow figures and analytical results,

to add to the sanitary sexier the following amounts of contaminants in pounds

per day.

r''_I:aiinity as CaCO3 - 61
;,yan). 3r as :11"' - 7.6
i ine as Ln - 9.3
Copper a3 G_i - 0.02
Nickel as i-i - 0.16
Chromium as Cr - 0.04

the dumping of the acid d=chromate tanks occurred, an additional

quantity of chromium was released. .'rom a 150 gallon tank, the approximate

amount of chromium would be 0.45 pot-.nds. There were two such tanks avail-

able.

Summary:

The wastes reaching sanitary sewers from this company contained

a relatively large amount of cyanide and zinc. These chemical components

in quantity can inhibit normal sewage plant biological processes as can

also copper, nickel, and chromium. It is notable that the quantity of

these latter contaminants could also becomeexcessive under certain operat-

ing conditions. Such contaminants may have to be limited in concentration

in the event that full sewage treatment is installed in the future.

Cyanide in the sewers also contributes the hazard of poisonous sewer

gases, which are a risk to municipal employees working on such sewerage
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Summary (cont'd.)

systems. 14oreover, dump discharges from the plant should not be carelessly

done. Discharges of acid an alkali shou]d be coincided with one another

to achieve approximate neutralization of each other before reaching the

sewers. `the dumping of dichromate dip tanks also contributed a large

amount o° c"xomium, aforementioned as one of the undesirable components

in sewage treatment opera.tiDns.
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C. J.'YJ ISON JID CUi RP NY ( 7OiII!'TON LINIIT?)D
formerly Nyal drug Company Limited

414 Riverside hive !es

1

t

Personnel '.-A erviewed: Kr. :i. ?. Kulbacki, Vice-President

This company employed approxiai. tely thirty people and formulated

a number of drug remedies. The plant operated on a forty hour week, five

days a week with processes that were essentially dry, such as pill manu-

facture and tonic blending and bottling. The use of water in the plant

was confined mainiy to domestic uses, boiler make-up, and wash-up oper-

ations all amounting to less than 1,400 gallons per month. The process

of this industry was considered to be dry.
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938 '.,!alker Hoad
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Personnel interviewed: iir. I. Pare, Assistant Secretary

The plant operated five days per week, eight hours per day,

with thirty to thirty-five employees. Automotive accessories were pro-

duced here. The waste water from the plant totaling 4,080 gallons per

day consisted only of sanitary waste and cooling water used on welding

machines. These wastes were discharged to the combined sewer on

',talker ioad. With respect to liquid industrial wastes outside of

cooling water, this company was dry.
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KLLDCY 1L,=L COI'RANY

309 Ellis Street "ast

Personnel Interviewed: Mr. J. G. Hoba, Plant Superintendent

Mr. L. 11. Savoie, Plant :]ngineer

P
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General:

This company produced a large variety of automobile components

from brake drums, hubs, wheel rims to ot,'.er miscellaneous parts. The com-

pany at the time of the survey employed one hundred and twenty-five employees

on an eight and a half hour day, five days a week, although the company

normally employed from two hundred and seventy-five to three hundred and

twenty-five. At busier seasons a second shift was occasionally used but

not very often. `1''he water consumed by the plant amounted to 255,000 gallons

daily.

Operations:

The company was equipped to carry out finishing operations on

automotive parts, particularly wheel components. Upon receiving the un-

finished castings, the possible operations included stamping, milling,

lathing, pickling, plating, coating, and spray paintin;;.

'.tastes:

From the pickling department, wastes included an overflowing

rinse which followed the pickling acid treatment. The three acid tanks,in
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Wastes (cont'd.)

addition were each neutralized and dumped every week. The tanks averaged

1,500 gallons,each containing 180, 150 and 130 gallons of 660 Baume sul-

phuric acid respectively and were neutralized by approximately 600 pounds

of lime in a lime slurry before discharE;e. Once a year, this section

dumped 6oo gallons of paint-cleaning caustic. A mildly alkaline hot rinse

tank of 600 gallons was also dumped each day.

In the machine shop section of the ,ilant, a 500 gallon caustic

spray washer solution and a 350 gallon washer containing; soluble oil were

dumped and recharged every two weeks. The company had a phosphatizing unit.

From this operation 1,100 gallons of iron phosphate solution were dumped

every two months as well as 600 gallons of chromic acid sealer every three

days.

Sampling and Analyses:

Grab samples of the si6,nificant wastes of the plant were taken

for analyses. One exception to this rule had been the zinc plating unit

which was not operating during the duration of the survey. The analyses

are indicated on the attached analytical sheet.

Summary:

The continuous overflo,:r from the rinse following the pickling

acid dip at an estimated 18 gallons per minute added about 35 pounds of

iron and 102 pounds of acidity. This would be liberally diluted by the

company's overall 255,000 gallons per day use of water. The daily
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Summary ( cont' d. )

continuous flow of waste from this plant appeared not too excessive for

inclusion into sewage treatment. The come^ny however also had some dump

discharges from tanks regularly emptied as below.

Volume Pounds of Contaminants

':past _ in
Gallons

Susp.
Solids

._lka- _,cid-
linity ity Other pH

Neutralized
pickling acid 2,040 719 41.6 - 244 iron 7.0

Paint stripping
solution 600 61 172 6 - - 12.9

Caustic wash
solution 500 6.e 2.7 - - 9.8

Soluble oil
solution 357 - - - 54 oil 9.2

Iron phosphate
solution 1,100 13.2 32 13.2 iron 5.6

Chromic acid 0.36
dip 600 - - 2.2 chromium

Frequency
of

Discharge

Three per
week

Once per
annum

Once every
two weeks

Once every
two weeks

Once every
two months

Once every
three days

Of these dump discharges, at least three wastes appeared to

be unsuitable for dischari^ed by their present method, in the event of a

future sewage treatment plant. The neutralized pickling; acid contained

too much iron and suspended solids and would be best settled free of such

contaminants before discharge to a sewage treatment plant. 'tesultant

sludges settled out would be then removed and land dumped. In addition,

the caustic paint stripping solution and the chromic acid dip had high
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Summary (cont ' d. )

alkalinity and high chromium for direct sewer discharge. It is notable

that these latter wastes could be added to waste nicklinC acid and

would, after acid neutralization and settliri6, become suitably treated

for discharge to the sewers.

t
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ONT.aIO '.1Y'iER RESOURCES COMIISSION

C=, IICaL L..BO u.TOZIES
IRDU:: T71IAL aN..L=3

Municipality: `Jindsor Report to: F. J. Dart

Source: Kelsey .Jheel Company Limited

Date Sampled: August 31, 1960 by: F. J. Dart

S o l i d s Nlk, as CaCOs Acidity as CaC0

Lab. Chrome Ether Phenol-

No. Total .iusp. Diss. pH as Cr Solubles Total phthalein Total Mineral

T-1168 1349110 359246 98,864 7.0 - - 2,040 - - -

T-1169 35,820 10,170 25,650 12.9 - - 28,700 26,500 - -

T-1170 4,258 19356 29902 9.8 - - 540 246 - -

T-1171 - - - 9.2 - 15,100 - - - -

T-1172 10,290 1,096 91194 5.6 - - - - 2000 -

T-11T3 1,154 40 1,114 5.6 6o - - - - 376 0

T-1199 2,530 1,486 11044 2.6 1,175

T-1168 3. acid neutralizing tank discharge

T-1169 5. paint stripping tank

1'-1170 6. caustic wash

T-1171 7. single stage soluble oil solution

T-1172 8. iron -.3hosphate solution

T-1173 9. chromic acid rinse

T-1199 2. overflow rinse after pickling acid
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IMUNCHEE CHIP C0;'iR'M
3255 '.Iyandotte atreet Last

t

t

t

Personnel Interviewed: cTr. :;. Oestman, I.anager

General:

Potato chips and pop-corn were produced at this plant. The

plant employed forty people, some of whom were driver salar= on the road,

and operated eight hours per day, five days per week. Tne daily water con-

sumption was 24,900 gallons per day.

Operations:

The potatoes were first ;)laced in the peeler. Here they were

peeled and washed by rotating them in a roughened drum under a spray of

water. The peelings were screened out and the waste water discharged to

the plant sewer. The peeler operated six hours per day. The potatoes were

then sliced in a rotary slicer under a spray of water to keep the slicer

blades clean and free from pieces of potato. 1'hey were then tumbled and

rinsed in water to remove the excess starch and finally fried in hot oil,

salted and packaged. The last three operations produced no liquid wastes.

The processing of pop-corn also at this )lant consisted merely

of popping and packarjing. 't'hese operations were dry.

Sewers:

the time of the investigation, the plant was in the midst of
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Sewers (cont'd.)

an expansion prof_;ramme. The building addition being constructed during the

survey will double the floor space of the original plant although it will

basically serve as storage area only. The new section was being equipped

with separate storm and sanitary seders, a grease trap, and catch basin.

The plant so%-,ers from the old section will be rerouted to the sewers in

the new sectior of the plant, and then to the separate sanituary and storm

sewers on jyandotte :street :last.

Sampling:

Com_)osite samples covering; a four hour production period were

taken of the waste from the 1:)otato peeler, and from the slicing; and rinsing

operation.

'.%later Consum>>tion:

The following; was an approximate distribution of water used in

t

the plant.

sanitary use - 1,200 gallons per day

peeling and washing - 99000 gallons per day

slicing and rinsing - 14,700 allons per day

T 0 T A L - 24,900 gallons per day (metered water
consumption)

Results and taste Load:

The following table contains the analytical results of the
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Results and 'caste Load ( cont' d. )

analyses performed on the samples and the resultant daily waste load

from the plant.

Constituent Peeling Slicing Total

Biochemical oxygen demand
parts per million 560 1,050 *823
pounds per day 50.4 154.5 205

t

t

t

Suspended solids
parts per million 1,216 176 *542
pounds per day 05 5 25.9 135

pH

Discussion:

5.5 5.0

The discharge of industrial wastes to sanitary sewers in a mun-

icipal sewerage system, including a sewage treatment plant, is usually

limited to 300 parts per million biochemical oxygen demand and 350 parts

per million suspended solids. :.'hose limits are imposed through a city

by-law and their purpose is to insure that the sewage treatment plant

has adequate capacity to treat the incoming sewage.

Summary:

The wastes from this plant were stronger than normal domestic

sewage with respect to biochemical oxygen demand and suspended solids.

The amount of waste from this Plant would contribute,at 205 pounds of

* these concentrations were calculated from the daily waste load and
the daily water consumption.



Summary (cont'
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biochemical oxygen demand and 135 pounds of suspended material each day,

a heavy loading effect upon any future sei,.-) e treatment facilites. The

company should seek as much recovery of suspended waste materials,e.g.

potato peelings, as possible.
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LA SALL I,-]..D P"O_JJC .-)

680 .'yandotte Street ;.is

1
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Personn -l I,iterviewed: ;-Ir. D. Benson, Service Manager

This industry proved to be a service station, employ-

ing seven people. The maximuzi use of water at the station was for

checking leaks in tires. Occasionally though, the service station

would make up lesl storage batteries for a line of buses which the

station serviced. The assembly of the batteries however resulted

in very little waste as all the components and solutions were ob-

tained already prepared for assembly. Thus this industry was

essentially dry. The plant was connected to the combined sewer

on Wyandotte Street.
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LIi-UID CA-13BONIC CANADA CORPOZATION LIMITED
Industrial Gas Divisio:.,
2440 Central Avenue,

Sandwich West Townsnin

t

t

Personne'_ interviewed: Mr. J. pepper, .sting ,Superintendent

Employing only eight people, this company sold industrial

I

t

t

welding gases, such as acetylene and oxygen, as well as general weld-

ing supplies. Oxygen, but not acetylene, was bottled on the

premises. Oxygen production from air involved a twenty-four hour,

seven day a week distillation proceis of liquefied air. The pro-

cess required make-up water for a recycled cooling water system.

Cooling water entered storm sewers on Central Avenue.

t
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ra PL_::II'1G LI 7=D
666 _llis Street West

Personnel In,orviewed: IIr. P. F. Cygan, General Manager

',Ir. 'I. Hywa, : isintenance

t

t

The operations at this plant were ceasing at the time of

the survey. The operations have been a series of copper, nickel, and

chrome plating lines. 'dhile twenty-five people had been formerly

employed at the company, only three were left in winding up operations.

The company was expected to be non-subsisting by the end of 1960. No

plating operations were being carried out and hence waste samples

were unobtainable. No industrial wastes were expected from this

industry.
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McCOHD CO:iPOR, ITION
890 'talker Road
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Personnel Interviewed: :,:r. s. 'I. Tutton, i'lanager

General:

This plant manufactured automotive radiators. The one hundred

and ten employees worked eight hours per day, five days per week, and the

number of employees had been as high as --do hundred and thirty-six. The

daily water consumption was 60,200 gallons.

Plant Operation:

Before soldering some parts were given a bright dip. The bright

dip solution was five parts water, one part nitric acid, and two parts sul-

phuric acid, and the tank held approximately 80 gallons. This solution

was not dumped, but sludge was removed daily. Following the bright dip

the, parts were rinsed in a hot water tank and a running cold water tank.

The overflow from the cold water tank was estimated at 15 gallons per min-

ute.

The component parts were soldered using zinc chloride as a flux.

assembly more soldering was carried out using hydrazine monohydro-

bromide flux. There was no liquid waste from this sobering operation

because the excess flux was burned off in the soldering process.

The radiators were then given a hydraulic test in a tank containg

water. There were approximately eight of these test tanks and each had an
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Plant Operation (cont'd.)

overflow waste water flow of approximately 3 gal'ons per minute.

After testing the radiators were washed in 2 per cent muriatic

acid. The washer contained nearly 300 gal_ons and was dumped twice a day.

When the radiators were removed from the washer, they were rinsed in runn-

ing colt w-Ler, and then in hot water. The running rinse tank had a waste

flow of 40 f_ al'_ons per minute, and there was no continuous waste from the

hot water tanks

The radiators were finally painted in a water-walled paint booth

that had total recirculation of the water.

The plant also used water for cooling and for boiler

The industrial wastes were dischar-ed to the combined city

sewers and entered the Detroit liver through the rgyle Road sew(--r.

Sampling:

Grab samples of the bri.;ht dip cold water rinse, the overflow

from a testing tank, the 2 per cent muriatic acid washer, and the water

rinse following the washing operation were taken durinS full activity.

t,,nalyses :

The samples were analyzed for the followint..;, solids (total,

dissolved and suspended), pH, acidity, copper and zinc.

taste Load:

The following; table li:3ts the amount of wastes leaving the plant
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Taste Load (cont'd.)

in an eight hour operating shift. Not included in the list are sanitary

wastes, cooling waters, boiler wastes, and cooling and rinse water from

the soldering machine that used zinc chlo^ide flux. except for pH, the

analytical results are in parts per million,

Flcw
Suspended
Solids Copper Zinc

Source gpd Fpm lb/day ppm lb/day ppm lb/day pH

Bright dip rinse 7,200 16 1.1 37 2.68 - - 3.7

Test tanks 11,520 218 24.9 - - 35 4.04 6.9

acid ash Zoo 628 3,8 80 0.48 600 3 .60 0 ,9

,lash rinse 19,200 16 3,1 1,0 0.19 7.0 1.34 3.0

T 0 T A L 38,520 - 32.9 - 3.35 - 8.98 -

Discussion:

From the daily water consum.)tion of 609200 gallons and the

losses of solids, copper, and zinc, a hypothetical total plant effluent was

calculated that contained 55 parts per million suspended solids, 14.9 parts

per million zinc and 5,6 parts per million copper. :he concentrations of

copper and zinc from this plant thus proved to be high for direct discharge

to a sewer system with a treatment unit. In the event of sewage treat-

ment, the copper and zinc contamination from this company should be reduced

to much lower levels. The main objectional waste component is the 5.6

parts per million copper. the suggested limit on the discharge of copper
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Discussion (ccnt'd.)

to a municipal sewerage system is 1 part per million because of the ad-

verse effect of copper on the operation of a biological sewage treatment

plant. Copper inhibits the aerobic oxidation of sewae,e and if the sewage

plant influent reaches 5 parts per million enou:;h copper will accumulate

in the d-gecter to impede the ligestion process and reduce the rroduction

of sewage ;--s.

r
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1555 Kildare Road
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Personnel Interviewed: ':r. C. i'Iclyneaux, Manager

General:

This plant employed nine people including office, plant,

salesmen and truck drivers. The daily water consumption was 510 gallons.

The operations in the plant were the dry compounding and bagging of

chemicals, mainly industrial cleaners. '.!aste waters consisted of water

used to wash the compounding machine and water used to wash out drums.

Most of the drums used, however, were non-returnable or had a replace-

able polyethylene liner. The waste waters were discharged to the com-

bined city sewer on Kildare Zoad.

This plant was classified as a "dry" industry.
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O' ICE: E B7d,`. `IirG CO'I' P;M LIi ZT-D
!indsor Division
790 ':Walker Road

The brewing; operations at this plant were

susuended in 1957

The offices on the premises were now used

I
I
1

I

as a headquarter for sales personnel only.

I
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1574 Lincoln "toad
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Personnel Interviewed: Riss ..nna Lee, Chemist

General:

This plant produced canned and frozen chinose foods. Fifty

people were employed five days per week, -i.ght hours per day. The plant

water consumption was 20,500 gallons per day.

Plant Operation:

The fr-sh vegetables were washed before cooping and the result-

ant wash water entered floor drains. The plant 3-erminated its own bean

sprouts, and these were washed before cooking. Chicken was received in a

frozen state and thawed out in a tank of about 30 gallons capacity. This

tank was dumped each day. Spareribs were also soaked in a 30 gallon tank

which was dumped once a day. '.dhen the vegetables and meats were cooked,

the cooking water was left with the product. j1en production ended each

day, there was a general clean-up of all the equipment. The plant used a

lar;;e amount of cooling water for the refrigeration system most of which

was recirculated.

The plant wastes were discharged to the combined city sewer on

Howard Street.
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Same 1 inE; :

Grab samples of the waste waters from the chicken thaw tank,

F

the rib soak tank, and bean sprout washer were taken.

s

The samples were analyzed for biochemical oxygen demand,

solids +cLal, suspended and dissolved), pH and ether solubles.

Results:

The analytical analyses revealed the following concentrations

I

I

I

of contaminants in parts per mil'_ion.

Flow
5-day
bOD

Suspended
Solids

Ether
Solubles

Chicken thaw tank 1,650 152 10

Rib soak tank 3JO 142 48

Sprout wash water 10 12 -

SurLm a.ry:

The three waste flows that were sampled contributed a neg-

ligible sewer loading of less than 2 pounds of biochemical oxygen demand,

1 pound of suspended solids and 0.03 pounds of grease. The only other

waste stream that could be considered was the vegetable wash water.

Most of the vegatables used were such vegetables as celery and tomatoes,

and the wash water would undoubtedly contain even less biochemical

I
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S=ary (c ont' d. )

oxygen demand and suspended solids than the bear sprout washings, and

would thus be considered ne,,;liTible.

The wastes from this plant were entirely acceptable for dis-

charge to a municipal sewerage system. If separate stor:r and sanitary

sewers be,_6xi availatle, the uncontaminated cooling water should be

diverted to the storm sewer.

t

t
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PnRI _'Y _AI .1 _3 LL Z T ]J
1501 Howard -,,venue

Personnel Interviewed: Mr. f. F. 'Mansell, plant .3uperintendent

ilr. Z. Daynes, Chief E'ngineer

w

1

General.

The plant employed. two hundred and fifty ,,eople, one half of

whom were driver salesmen who in tre plan; only three hours per day.

The processing departments of the plant operated five days per week pro-

ducing bottled milk products, ice-cream, and cottage cheese. The plant

received approximately 140,000 pounds of milk daily, 7 days nerseek,

and the daily wa+-r consumption averaged 1509000 gallons.

Operations:

Raw milk was received at the plant in cans Washing these cans

was one of the major sources of waste in the plant. ''ashinp, bottles and

cleaning the processing equipment was another source of waste.

The production of cottage cheese involved a third major source

of waste. Three tanks were available for the production of cottage cheese

each having a capacity of roughly 340 gallons. If each tank were charged

with 39400 pounds of rail:;, 8,500 pounds of waste whey would result. On

some days all three tan'cs would be used. The whey was discharged directly

to the sewer.

The manufacture of ice-cream was a dry process except for the
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Operations (cont'd.)

daily wash-up of equipment. To wash-up approxim-.tely 60 gallons of cleaning

solution was prepared, and circulated through Vie equipment. The cleaner

was then dumped to the sewer.

The plant used cooling water in compressors and in ammonia con-

densers i.; the refrigeration system. Cooling water from the condensers

was recircu_ated while that from the compressors was not. "ester was also

used as make-up for the boiler which operated at apnroxinl-it-ly 10 per cent

Plant .Dewers.,

Most of the wastes (90 per cent) drained to the main sump in the

basement of the plant. Prom here they were discharged to the combined city

sewer on Howard :venue. The discharge line from the sump was equiped with

a valve and a pump so that in heavy rains, when the sewers backed up, the

valve could be closed and the wastes pumped from the basement.

South of the main buildin; and north of the milk receiving build-

ing was another sump that collected boiler blow-down and wastes from the

milk receiving and can washing operations. This sump also discharges to the

Howard Avenue combined sewer.

Wastes from the ice-cream section of the plant however dis-

charged to the combined city sewer on Highland ::venue.
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.sampling:

Composite samples covering a three hour period were taken from

the two sumps described earlier. Oamples of the waste whey and the dis-

carded cleaning; solution from the ice-cream prc,cess were also taken.

Results:

`he following table contains the analytical results of the

analyses performed on the samples and the daily waste loading from the

plant.

Analytical results are listed in parts per million, except

for pH, and waste loadings are in pounds per day.

Componet, t Plain Sump South Sump Taste }.they

Mash from
ice-cream
section

Biochemical Oxygen demand -
parts per million 300 1,140 389000 78
pounds per day 405 86 324 .05

Suspended solids -
parts per million 156 554 2,120 8
pounds per day 211 440 18 .001

pH 10.8 8.5 4.5 11.0

Alkalinity (CaC03) -
parts per million 252 306 - 858
pounds per day 340 23 - 0.5

:acidity (CaCO;) -
parts per million - - 3,120
pounds per day - - 27



t
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Total waste load

Biochemical oxy,,en demand - 815 pounds per day

duspended solids - 271 pounds per day

Alkalinity - 363 pounds per day

acidity - 27 pounds per day

'his total waste l-)ad accumulated when the production of cottage

cheese was at its peak. '`hen no cheese was being processed, the waste

load was as follows:

Biochemical oxygen demo i1 - ,jl pounds per play

:suspended solid: - 253 pounds per day

lilkalinit?- as C&-CO, - 363 pounds per day

aur^T:,ary:

The waste loading frcrn this dairy was found to be very high

with the consequence that it would be a major consideration in the design of

a sewage treatment plant. It is notable that the whey derived from cottage

cheese manufacture proves to be well over one hundred times as concentrated

as ordinary sewage in terms of 5-day biochemical oxygen demand and could

contribute as much as 40 per cent of a maximum loading of 815 pounds of

biochemical demand per day.

Furtl.crriore, lame bwtch dischar-es of waste milk being even

t
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jummary (cont I c

stronger than whey could easily load a sewage plant beyond its capacity.

Batch discharges of caustic bottle washing solu'uion can disrupt the bio-

logical sewage treatment process. Safeguards against such contingencies

should be considered.
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RINSHLD-PIASON CO! _1_2Ff OF C,16DA LI1 I i'LD
845 'Jyaridotte Street -Jest
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Personnel Interviewed: 1.r. H. Franklin, Plant Engineer

General:

This plant, a manufacturer of paints and varnishes,consumed an

average of 17,300 gallons of water daily. 'T'he, plant employed ninety people

five days per week, eight nours per day. taste waters were discharged to

the combined city sewer on Crawford LLvenuee

Plant Operation:

The largest use of water in the plant was for cooling the ball

mills where the paint pigments were ground. "he only other use for in-

dustrial water was boiler make-up. The plant did not have water cooled

compressors but an air cooled one.

Lquipment was cleaned with solvents .rhich were collected in

LA

e

drums and sent to Toronto for recovery. ;ome vats were cleaned with a

strong caustic solution. These vats were four feet ii. diameter and three

feet deep (240 gallon capacity) and one of these vats was dumped every

four months. The one that was sampled was only three weeks old and would

not be dumped for another three months.

The plant plans to install a rosin cooking; operation which

will probably include a barometric condenser.
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Sampling:

The only sample ta'cen was from a caustic vat and the analytical

results are listed below. xcent for pH, the analytical results are in

parts per million.

5-day biochemical oxygen demand - 1,600 parts per million
Solids - total - 6;,280 parts per million

suspended - 29990 parts per million
dissolved - 62,290 parts per million

nrj - 1? 3
Al::alinity - total - 73,200 parts per million

caustic - 639600 parts ')er million

Summary:

',tastes from the daily operation of this plant should have no

adverse effect on a municipal sewerage system. However, the dumping of

one of the causti, vats would produce a "slug" of waste th^t could have

a detremental effect on a sewerage system.

The dumping of such a caustic vat would result in the discharge

of the following to the combined city sewer.

5-day biochemical oxygen demand- 3.8 pounds
Suspended solids - 7.2 pounds
Total alkalinity - 176 pounds
Caustic alkalinity - 153 pounds

This amount of alkalinity would have an adverse action upon

biological processes necessary to the efficient operation of a sewage plant.

The wastes woula probably require neutralization beforo being; discharged

to the sewer or could be land dumped.
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R. P. jCT 71 :.I 4ITE7
1370 irgyle -toad

t

Personnel Interviewed: Mr. H. H. Larsen, Plant P°ianager

General:

!'he plant had fifth-five employees, most of whom worked eight hours

per day, five days per week. Soluble gelatin capsules containing general

pharmaceuticals we.ce produced and capsule operated twenty-four hours

per day. The daily water consumption was 13,900 gallons.

The preparation of the pharmaceuticals was carefully controlled

to eliminate any loss of the expensive solvents and solutions to the sewers.

The gelatin solution used for the capsules was prepared in 45

gallon portable tanks. ,fter the tanks were connected to the ca,)sule

machine and completely drained, the small amount of gelatin adhering to the

sides of the tank was washed out. The resulting .,rash waters contained ,ela,-

tin, glycerin, dyes and various inert pigments such as titanium iioxile.

The capsule machine extruded the trelatin as a ribbon about four

inches wide then cut, shaped and formed the capsules. During the forming

operation the capsules were filled and sealed. After fillinz,the capsules

were hardened by dehydrating with a solvent and dried under infra-red

lamps,. The solvents used to dry the coating of the capsules were re-

covered by a distillation process. The bottom-,from the distilling
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Operations (cont'd.)

operation was used for conditioning roads.

The plant used a large amount of cooling water which was re-

cycled through two cool`_ng towers and two Centravac units.

Waste waters were discharged to the combined city sewer on

Argyle 'loa ..

suri::e,ry:

The contaminated waste streams from the operations in this plant

were small. The only contaminated industrial waste was from washing the

tanks in which the pharmaceuticals and gelatin was prepared. The waste

loading from the wash water was considered insi-nificant so no samples

were taken.

t
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p .I?I35 LI:II: i'3
427 Chatham Street vast

Personnel Interviewed: Mr. Innes, Plant Superintendent

Mr. obb, __ccountant

t

t

General:

This plant received 50,000 pounds of mil': daily, seven days

per week, with the remainder of the nlanc operating five days per week.

Milk in bottles and wax-coated containers and cotta,;e cheese were the pro-

ducts of this plant. Cottage cheese was produced two or three days per

week, depending upon demand. The plant employed one hundred and ten people,

mostly drivers, u.id had a daily water consumption of 81,200 gallons.

Onerations:

The sources of waste in the plant were can washing, bottle

washing, cheese processing and equipment washing.

Raw milk was received in cans and washing these cans was a major

source of waste. Lfter processing, the milk was either bottled or packaged

in wax-coated containers.

The waste from the bottling machine contained milk and some of

the caustic cleaner used on the bottles, while the waste from filling the

waxed cardboard containers was only uncontaminated water used to rinse the

containers before fillin;.

Whenever cottage cheese was prepared the tan'i:s wE:re with
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Operations (cont'd.)

2,400 pounds of milk. This produced 400 pounds of cheese and approximately

2,000 hounds of waste whey per day.

Cooling water was used on compressors, in the refrigeration

system and for cooling the milk after pasteurization. _'he cooling water

was recycl-d except for that used on the compressors. This was us,2d as

boiler make-up.

Sampling:

',caste waters from the bottling machine were discharged to a

sump in the plant. From here they entered a second sump which collected

all plant wastes. The wastes flowed to the combined city sewers and were

directed towards the Detroit river through the ':c')ougall venue combined

sewer.

Grab samples were taken of the bottling waste and the total

plant effluent from the two sumps mentioned above.

k-la ste Load:

The following table lists the analytical results and the daily

waste load. The analyses are in parts per million except for pH. Lhe

waste load was calculated in pounds per day, for a day when cottage

cheese was being produced.

t
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Waste Load ( Copt' d. )

3ottlin Plant
Component Machine Effluent '.!hey Total

5-day Biochemical
oxygen demand
- parts per million 530 170 389000 *255
- pounds per day - 138 76 214

t
Suspended Solids

- ,arts per million 120 124 21120 *130
- p nic per day - 101 4 105

pFi 9 .7 6.7 4.5

e

I

r,

t

f

Acidity as CaCO3
- parts per million - 31 3,120 -

- pounds per day - 25 6.2 31

Alkalinity as CaCO3
- parts per million 160

- pounds ner day -

Discussion:

* These concentrations were calculated from the
daily waste load and from the daily water consum-
ption. The calculation of these values assumed
that the waste whey was dischar[,ed evenly during
the operating day.

The waste from this plant would be acceptable for discharge to

a city sewerage system including a sewage treatment ,)lant, on days when

cottage cheese was not produced.

It would be advisable to discharge the whey evenly over the

operating day and not as a sudden "slug" over a short ?eriod since a batdb
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s icussion (con

discharge of whey could represent one-third of he daily waste load.

The plant should also guard against "slug" discharges of milk and of

bottle-wash caustic solution. These prectutions would be necessary to

prevent a severe overdemand on the oxidative capacity of a sewa,e,

P1

I
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3T-ZD,i 3J PRO -JUCTS
945 Prince Road

Personnel Interviewed: i-Ir. J. Lafleur, Plant Engineer

General:

This plant produced moldings and weather stripping for the

automotive industry. The number of employees was between two hundred and

fifty and three hundred. Lbese employees worked five days per week, one

shift per day. The plant water consumption was 41,500 gallons per day.

Plant Operation:

The only contzoinated waste stream was a small flow froia wash-

ink; soluble oil from component Darts. By far the majority of the welter

used in the plant was for cooling compressors and welding machines. The

plant had discontinued plating and anodizing; operations and such equip-

ment was no lonJer present in the plant.

The wastes from this -plant were being dischexged to the com-

bined city sewer on Prince Road.
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SJIFT Cf PI _i CONPANY LI.TT 1'-;D
847 Jarette Avenue

1

I

Personnel Interviewed: Mr. -.'aterfield, aalesman

General:

This was a sales office and warehouse employing thirteen

people, five days per week, forty-four hours per week. No meat pro-

cessing took place here, and the 6,340 gallons of water used per day

was for sanitary purposes and coolint; foi the refrigeration system.

The plant discharged sanitary wastes and cooling; water

to the combined city on Janett'3 Avenue.
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T ACTILE SP:-CI::L-:'I-S ^LLM'..C'_'?RI'TG CU?d'.jTY
420 Kildare Road

1

Personnel Interviewed: Miss N. Cox, Office Tanager

1

General:

The number of employees in this plant was usually eighty,

but varied from one hundred and sixty to fifty. The plant operated

five days per .ipek, and eight hours per day. The operations in the

plant were cutting ani sewing material to make sportswear. There

were no wet processes, such as dying or washing, in the plant.

The plant discharged only sanitary wastes to the com-

bined city sewer on Brant :)treet.
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TOLEDO SC..L ] CA _ 1111Y 0? C..N:_Da LL 1i:.'D
2462 Howard tlveue
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Person.Zel Interviewed: Mr. L. 11. treasurer

Mr. J. B. Clancey, Vice President in-charge-
of-iianuf acturing

General:

Eighty people were employed by this company five days

per week and eight hours par day. The plant machined and assembled

automatic scales and food machines. The daily water consumption was

11,900 gallons.

Plant Operations:

The only uses fcr w"Iter in the plant were for cooling a

compressor, cooling; a vapour degreaser, and for boiler make-up.

The plant discharged sanitary waste and cooling water to

the combined city sewez on :owa.ri avenue.
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TTIN FINDS D,LIF.Y C0TILP.M LIi s': _,0
636 ,y1 mer Road

s

Personnel Interviewed: .1r. 11.9 N. Cohen, Plant 11anager

General:

This plant preduied bottled milk products, ice cream, popsicles,

and cottage cheese. i'he fifteen employees worked forty-eight hours per

week with the plant being closed a half day Sunday. and 'lednesday. The

plant received 25,000 pounds of milk daily, seven days a week. `1''he daily

water consumption was 20,200 gallons.

Operation:

The plant received milk in tank trucks and cans. After sepa-

ration, pasteurization, and cooling, the products were bottled. ':lashing

of the tank trucks, cans and bottles produced waste containing small amounts

of milk and caustic cleaner. _,bou-; 1,000 gallons of caustic cleaner used

in the bottling machine were dumped every three months.

The only waste from the production of ice cream and -)opsicles

was miscellaneous wash water.

Cottage cheese was produced on an intermittent basis. The tank

available for its production had a capacity of 140 gallons. If this tank

was charged with 12,00 pounds of milk, approximately 200 pounds of cheese

and 1,000 pounds of whey were produced. The whey was sewered.

I
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Operation (cont'd.)

Periodically all equipment and piping was rinsed with chlorine

and phosphoric acid to disinfect and remove casein scale.

Cooling water used in the refrigeration system compressor was

not recycled but some of it was used as boiler make-up. Cooling water

from the ;ondensers was recycled.

Sewers and ,sampling:

Cooling water from the refrigeration system, boiler blow-down

and wash water from a floor drain in an area where a small milk can wash-

ing operation was carried on, discharged to a sump on the south side of

the plant. -i11 other plant wastes went to the main sump on the north

side of the plant. Each sump through a plant sewer to the

combined city sewer on !',ylmer Road.

A four hour composite sample was taken from the main sump.

The flow in the south sump was too small to measure.

. cults :

The following table contains the analytical results of the

analyses performed on the sample cf the north sump and the waste load cal-

culated from these results assumirU the sewer flow was equal to the water

consumption. The analyses are re,:orted in parts per million with the

exception of pH.

I
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Component Sump
.

-hey Total

5-day Biochemical
O ;ycen Demand

- parts per million 400 38,000 *590
- pounds per day 81 38 119

Suspended aolids
- parts per million 190 2,120 *203

- pounds per day 39 2 41

lkalinity as CaCO,,

- parts per million 282

- pounds per day 57 57

idity as CaCO3
- parts per million - 39120 -

1
- pounds per day - 3 3

1
10.7 4.5

a

r
t
I

These figures are concentra-
tions calculated from the daily waste load
(including the whq?y) u.nd the daily water
consumption. They also assume that the
whey was being di,3charged evenly throughout
the day.

summary:

The normal discharge o.f this ;,lant is not much stronjer than

ordinary domestic sewa,;e and should not cause treatment difficulties in

a treatment plant due to its relatively small volume. However, this

.ny sch_irr*es of bottle

r
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Summary (Cont'd.)

and waste milk. Such discharges in larje amounts can overload the

normal biological functioning of a treatment plant. It may be advis-

able to replenish a little of the bottle washing caustic solution each

day rather than discharge the entire waste at one time. The whey waste

being c. snall quantity should not cause such difficulties.
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UNIV.23_iL BUTTON C0I.2._NY OF CAN_D-, LI:,ITED
1076 alker Road

E

I

I

Personnel Interviewed: Mr. titherton. Plant .3uperintendent

General:

The Universal Button Company produced metallic buttons and

fasteners. The plant had thirty employees who worked five days week

and eight hours per day. The plant water consumption avera;red 11,600

gallons per day. This water consumption decreased in the surmaer and in-

creased in the winter.

Plant 02eration:

Stamping of the fasten-=_rs was a dry operation. after the

fasteners were forme(I they were plated with brass, cadmium, and

nickel. The plant had a using cooling water at about 20 ?allons

per minute, but the waste flows of importance were derived from the plat-

ing section.

The buttons and fasteners were placed in a rotating drum with

an alkali cleaner. after cleaning, the parts were rinsed by spraying

water into the rotating drum. The waste rinse waters overflowed onto

the floor and then drained to a pit before enterinv the plant sewers.

The items were then put into the plating tanks, which were water-cooled.

The cooling water was estimated to flow at approximately 14.3 gallons per

minute, and also discharged to the pit. Ifter plating, the carts were

I
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Plant Operation (cont' d. )

rinsed in the rotating; drums as before. Wi+er tsed in the rinsing

operations was an intermittant flew, and was e3timated at 1,000 gallons

per day. The fasteners were then centrifuged and dried. In the plating

section was a runnin,; rinse tani: that workers used mainly for rinsing

their hank. The overflow from this tank was slightly less than 1

gallon per minute.

The water consum)tion and waste flow from the plating; section

was approximately 8,300 gallons ir an eiLht hour production shift.

Sam pling_.:

A one hour composite sEmple was taken from the pit in the plat-

ing section. This represented the total waste from the plating; section.

Results:

The followin table contains the analytical results in parts

per million and the calculated sewer losses in pounds per clay from the

platinf; section.

:omponent Concentration Sewer loss

PPM lb/day

t
Suspended solids 92 7.6

Copper 10.6 0.9

Cyanide 86 7.1

Nickel 35 2.9

Cadmium trace -
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Discussion:

This plant discharged its waste waters to the combined city

sewer along the Pere Marquette railway. If the city of Andsor provides

a sewage treatment plant, it will also have to enact and enforce by-laws

covering the discharge of industrial wastes to protect the biological

treatment process and the equipment in the system. The waste from this

plant will Le governed by the city by-law, as will all industrial efflu-

ents.

Most sewer by-laws sug;est a limit of one part per million

copper for discharge to a sanitary sewer system. This is because copper

entering a sewage treatment )lantrill accumulate in the digester and did-

rupt the digestion process. The s.tggested limit on the discharge of

cyanide to municipal sanitary sewers is 2 parts per million. This limit

is imposed because of the toxicity of hydrogen cyanide gas. If -the cy-

anide content of a waste stream becomes excessive, hydrogen cyanide gas

can be liberated and could become zazardous to workmen in the sewers or

at the sewage treatment plant.

Summary:

The wastes from this plant were particularly concentrated in

respect to the contaminants of cyanide, copper, and nickel for inclusion

in a sewage system equipped with sewage treatment facilities. It would

be necessary for the municipality to regulate the amount of contamin-

ants entering the sewers in order to ensure that the biological action
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Summary (cont' d.

of a sewage treatment plant would not be adversely effected. In

addition, the presence of high cyanide in a sew(r system creates the

additional hazard of poisonous hycircgen cyanide ;;as beinj, released in

the :,ewers where workmen would be endangered by it.
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VERNOR' S GINCER ALE LIMITED
1030 Walker Road
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Personnel Interviewed: ?Tr. L.S. Dufty, Vice-President

Gn ,raI:

This was a soft drink plant producing Vernor's Ginger [ale in

bottles is 1.011 as draft and Hires Root Beer. The plant operated five

days per with twenty employees working eight and a half hours per

day. Two of these employees were cn the night shift. The daily water

consumption was 14,850 gallons.

Operations:

Extracts were prepared and aged. for fo,. r years. This was a

dry opera Acr_.

Bottle washing was the major wet process. The bottles were

washed in three alkaline solutions, first a 3< percent solution of caus-

tic soda, then a 21 percent and finally a 1 percent solution. The bottles

were then rinsed and filled. The rinse waters were considered insigni-

ficantly contaminated, but a major waste occurred from dumping these three

cauetic solutions approximately once a month.

A large amount of water was used for washing the trucks and for

cooling a compressor,

titer u3ed in the product and for rinsing bottles was treated in

a carbon filter and a sand filter b=fore use.

The plant wastes were discharged to the combined city sewer just

west of the Pere Harquette Railroad.
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Sampling:

A grab sample of the strongest caustic solution in the bottle

t
s

I

t
t

t

washing machine was tal.en.

The amount of carry-over of caustic from the washing to the

rinse wate_, was considered to be insignificant. The main waste lead

from the plant comes from dumping the three caustic tanks on the bottle

washer. The following table contains the sewer loading caused by dumping

the three tanks once a month.

Tank ;El Tank r'2 Tank f3

Volume (gallons) 608 576 643

Approximate,/-", caustic 3.5 2.5 1

BOD ppm 800 - _
pounds 4.7 - _

Suspended solids

PPM 9? - _

pounds 0-5 - _

Total alkalinity

PPS: 69,200 - -
pounds 4;'0 *285 x`.127

pH 13.3

I- estimated values
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The day to day wastes from this plant would cause no problem in

a municipal sewerage system. Once a month, the plant discharges a 1,827

gallon slug of waste containing 832 pounds of alkalinity and small amounts

of biochemical oxygen demand and suspended solids. This amount of caustic

solution may prove to be excessive for dis^harge to a municipal treatment

plant due to its high alkalinity and such untreated wastes may have to be

neutrali::ed before discharge.



HIRAI: .TALKER & SONS LTD.
2072 Riverside Dr. East

Personnel: 'tlr. Carson - Vice President

Mr. J. J. iiagill - Plant Engineer

s
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t
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Personnel Interviewed: i"Ir. F. P. I]ascarin - Assistant Plant Engineer

Hr. F. D. Leeder Superintendent of Manufacturing
and ilaturing

11r. J. F. Hyan - Chief Operating Engineer

Mr, R. Bayna - Chief Chemist

General:

The Walkerville plant of Hiram dalker and Sons Ltd. is a dis-

tillery for grain spirits, and the only plant that produces Canadian Club

Whisky. Since this plant is the residence of the head office of all oper-

ations, there are a large number of office workers employed here. Of the

1100 workers, 75 of them are on 3 eight hour shifts, 6 days per week in

the processing departments, and the :remainder are on 1 shift 5 days per

week in the plant and office.

The plant used approximately 138,000 gallons of city water daily

for sanitary purposes, for use in the product and for equipment wash. The

process water, mostly cooling water used on equipment such as coolers and

barometric condensers, was screened and pumped from the Detroit River at

approximately 2 million gallons per clay, not including cooling water used

in the power house and in the mash cooler.

t
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Process:

After milling, the grains sere cooked in preparation for the

fermentation process. Before being _?umped to the fermenters the cooked

mash was cooled in the double pipe mash cooler.

The fermented mash was pumped to the beer still where the

alcohol fraction was removed for rectification and further purification,

and the sloe 1ras directed to the feel recovery building.

Feed Recovery:

The slop from the bottom of the beer still was screened, with

the screenings going to a rotary dryer and the liquid being centrifuged.

The solids collected by the centrifuge were also directed to the rotary

dryer. Liquid from the centrifuge passed through a quadruple effect

evaporator, and th.; syrup from the evaporator was divided between the

rotary dryer and a drum dryer. The ;3rleable products from the slop

were the recovered grains from the rotary dryer and the product Stinu-

flav from the drum dryer.

Sewers and Cutfalls.

The Ualkerville plant was aerviced by four main process sewers

which discharge to the Detroit River through outfalls on three of these

sewers, the 26" Brick sewer and two .50" cast iron sewers.

The 26" Brick sewer was a i2ity sewer that passes through iiram

ldalker's property to the Detroit River. Power house waste was discharged

to this sewer. The waste contained ')oiler blow-down, lime-soda water

softening sludge, deionized waste and a large quantity of cooling water.

t
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Fly ash is- not sewered but is trucked away. When the city sewer reaches

the distillery property, it containE 305 ppm BOD and 154 ppm suspended

solids; on leaving distillery property these constituents have been diluted

to 53 ppm BOD and 78 ppia suspended solids.

The dry house or feed recovery waste effluent entered the Detroit

River through a 30" cast iron sewer. This flow was estimated by plant

personne'_ al, approximately one million gallons per day and contained the

barometric ^ondenser cooling water from the quadruple effect evaporator.

This was the strongest waste stream leaving the plant.

Wastes from the cooking and fermenting operations and cooling

water from the mash cooler were colle,A ed in a sump which discharged to

the feed recovery sewer and hence to -;he Detroit River. This waste flow

was mainly cooling water and had a BOIL concentration of 6.8 ppm and sus-

pended solids concentration of 34 PPM.

Condenser cooling water, stream condensate and occasionally wash

water were the wastes from the still building, and they discharged through

a 30 inch cast iron pipe into the Detroit River. The flow was estimated

by plant personnel at approximately one million gallons per day.

roli

Fight hour composite samples aere taken of each of the above des-

cribed flows. The 26" brick sewer was ;3ampled where it empties into the

river and also before it enters the distillery from a manhole on riverside

Drive. The feed recovery waste stream u as sampled at a manhole just east

of the recovery building. The mash cooler, fermenter and cooker waste was

sampled at a manhole just west of the :;ill building and east of recovery

t
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waste manhole. A sample of the still building effluent was obtained from

a manhole near the north east corner )f the still building.

Results:

The amount of biochemical oxygen demand and suspended solids in

the waste reaching the Detroit River were estimated in the following table.

Waste S eam Concentration (ppm) Founds per day
gal/day _ I BOD Susp. Sol. I BOD Susp. Sol.

26" brick sewer
at outfall to the River

26" brick sewer before
it enters the Distillery

Dry House waste
(Feed Recovery)

West end of process-
ing area (cooking,
fermenting, mash
cooling)

East end of processing
area (still building)

53 78

305 154

410 174

6.8 34

4100 1740

440 420

Discussion:

The power house waste discharged to the 26" brick sewer increased

the flow in the sewer and reduced the concentrations of biochemical oxygen

demand and suspended solids already present, indicating that this waste

stream was not of major importance in abating pollution of the Detroit River.

The waste from the feed recovery building was the strongest of the

four waste streams since it contained the barometric condenser waste. There
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was one quadruple effect evaporator in the recovery process and a second

unit was being installed. This second unit will increase the capacity of

the recovery system but the addition of a second quadruple effect evaporator

could increase the polluting effect of entrainment and carry-over of com-

ponents with the vapours entering the barometric condensers and the condensed

vapours useO in heating each of the effects.

ermenting, cooking and mash cooling waste was low enough in BOD

concentration for discharge to a natural water course but not with respect

to suspended solids.

The still building discharged mainly condenser cooling; water and

steam condensate. The small amount of biochemical oxyen demand and suspended

solids in this waste were probably due to equipment wash.

Wherever possible waste s-;reams containing constituents contributing

to the BOD and suspended solids concentration, such as equipment wash water,

should be directed to the dry house for recovery, and not discharged directly

to the river. Ili this way, three o:' the four waste streams would be suitable

for discharge to a natural water course and the polluting constituents would

be contained in one waste stream, the effluent from the recovery process.

The polluting constituents in this waste stream can be minimized by improved

operation of the multiple effect evaporators, the finishing pan and the

cable comUonents stream consist

of carry-over or entrainment losses which condense in each effect ani which

are carried over into the barometric: condensers. These losses can be dimin-

ished by decreasing the vapourization rate or installing entrainment separa-

tors in each effect of the evaporator. It would be prefered, if possible,
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to discharge the contaminated waste flow from the recovery process, to the

city sewerage system once a sewage -treatment plant is installed, and dis-

charge the uncontaminated wastes directly to the Detroit River.
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Personnel Interviewed: Hr. S. Battiston, Foreman

General:

;JINDSOR CHROIE PLATUIG CO,
663 Glengarry St.

This plant was a chrome plating shop plating parts for the

automotiv. industry. The parts plated were mainly bumpers. The plant

operated c nays per week and 9 hours per day with 9 employees. The

daily water coi was llons.

Operations:

The plating process comprised the following operations, caustic

cleaner degreasing, electro-cleaninC', copper striking, sulphuric acid dip,

nickel plating, and chrome plating with a water rinse after each operation,

- five rinses in all. The rinses before and after the nickel plating took

place in the same rinse tank.

After the caustic solution was exhausted in the electro-cleaning

tank, it was pumped for use in the caustic cleaner tank. In this tank the

caustic was used to clean the parts and also to strip off old or defective

chrome plating. The solution following these uses would then be discharged

to the sewer. Three hundred gallon. of this solution were dumped every 3

or 4 months.

All the plant wastes discharged to the combined city sewer on

Glengarry St.

Samolir

Two grab samples of the total plant effluent from a plant sump
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were taken. One was preserved with sodium hydroxide for the determination

of cyanide. The caustic stripping and degreasing solution was also sampled.

Summary:

The following table contains the analytical results of the analyses

performed and are reported in parts per million (except pH). The estimated

sewer loading -f contaminants from thiv plant in pounds per day is also

included.

Component { Continuous Taste
I

Dump each 3
to 4 months

Volume 6,500 GPD 300 gallons

Suspended soliis
concentration 52 ppm 2,370 ppm
loading 4.4 pounds 7.1 pounds

per day

i_exavalent chromium
concentration 5 ppm 175 ppm
loading 0.4 pounds 0.5 pounds

per day

Copper
concentration 0.6 ppm 7.0 ppm
loading 0.05 pounds 0.02 pounds

per day

Nickel
concentration 10 ppm 0

loading 0.8 pounds 0

per day

Cyanide
concentration 2.5 ppm _

loading 0.2 pounds _

per day

P!,

I

7.4 1.3.2
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The concentrations of chromium, nickel, and cyanide were slightly

excessive for discharge to municipal sewers dischargina to a sewage treatment

plant. While sampling did not show a higher copper concentration this compo-

nent may also at times become excessive. Such metallic and cyanide wastes

often prove to be a problem at sewage treatment plants by inhibiting the

biological principles of sewage puri.ficatiun. Efforts should be made to

reduce or liminate the amounc of su,;h contaminants reaching municipal

sewers.
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WLIDSOR PACKS IG CO. LTD
Tecumseh Blvd. & 0311 ington Avenue

Fil
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t

Personnel Interviewed: Hr. Sam Cohen, :iana Ter

General:

The plaint operated 5 days per week with 138 employees. The main

operations took place from 7 a.m. to 3.30 p.m. There was a wash-up period

from 3.30 `) 7 p.r^. Cooking; in the inedible processing operations continued

24 hours per day.

The consumption of municipal water was 69,000 gallons per day from

the records of the :32ndwich 'lest `.Jatgr Board, averaged over a seven month

period between Dec. 1959 and June 1950. In addition water was pumped from

a private well at the rate of between 500 and 800 gallons per hour for use in

the inedible product departments.

The plant processed from 75 to 80 beef and 300 hogs per day, in

the mornings and afternoons respectively.

Operations:

Processes at this packi.ig zcuse included slaughtering, meat-

cutting, sausage-making, lard-rendering and inedibles processing. Wastes

from the slaughtering floors includes general sanitation and washing oper-

ations which functioned in part at a constant level during processing.

The main proportion of the blood waste however was not severed, but retained

and dried in the inedibles processin,; section after which it was sold as a

dry powder. Fat trimmings derived from meat-cutting operations were rendered

up with hot saline solution for the production of edible lard. The brine
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solution from the rendering process was discharged to the plant sewer

system. Solids collected in the pla.:t, such as bones, hooves, heads,

stomach linings and other inedible organs were bro'.:en up in crushers

and cooked in rotary steam cookers to be presses: into fertilizer cakes.

This inedibles section used a limited amount of well water and the wastes

were derived Liainly from the from the cooked solids.

_L-ease was recovered from sumps wherever possible. lioreover,

rotating screens were located in the plant to reclaim paunch manure and

other solids which were hauled away as fertilizer compost. Wastes from

the small sausage department were confined to cleaning and wash-up water.

Tlost of the wastes from the plant processes were discharged to

a boarded retainer on the basement floor where some of the excess solid

materials in the wastes was collect.Ld. The liquid components of the

wastes then flowed to a. pump suup from where it was pumped up into a sewer

box seven feet above the basement floor where the company's plant sewer

began. The arrangement was necessitated by the shallowness of the sewers

in that area of the municipality. The sewer linked into the combined

sewer on Tecumseh Blvd.

Sampling:

An eight hour composite sample of the combined plant effluent was

collected from the plant sewer on the north-west side of the plant.

Results of Analyses:

The following table contains the analytical results of the

analyses performed on the eight ho%Lr sample. For comparative purposes



the strength of strong sanitary wastE!s are also listed for the same analyses.

s

The results are listed in ppm except for pII.

Windsor Packing Co. Ltd.

Stron,- san;tari wastes

BOD I Susp. Scuds
I

Ether Solubles

J

2,750

300

2,458 1 650

500 40

pH

5.8

7to8

Waste Loading:

Estimating from a use of city water of approximately 69,000 gallons

per day from the township, and a mp-ximum of 15,000 gallons per day from the

well, this company may be discharg._ng the following quantities of contami-

nants per day.

5-day BOD 1,909 pounds

suspended solids 19689 pounds

ether solublefi 451 pounds

t
The company was planning; for expansion of refrigerated storage

facilities immediately east of the present plant. The use of water in such

a new section will likely be limited to refrigeration purposes only and be

relatively uncontaminated after t.se. At that time, the sewer facilities of

the plant were proposed to be revised with a large efficient settling basin

installed.
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3unma y :

The wastes from the 'slindsor Packing Co. constituted a very heavy

industrial waste loading from the stand-point of sewage treatment because

of the high strength of the wastes and the large volume of flow. The pro-

posed larger settling tank facilities should hale minimize the strength of

the wastE.a. Because of the expansion of stroage facilities at this, company,

however, It may be expected t'zat the reduction of contaminants by settling

may be somewhat offset by an acccmpanying increase in general business by

this company. An,. further measures to remove contaminants from the wastes

should be carefully investigated as a small improvement in such a large

quantity of waste would have significant benefits.
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WIPTDSOR TEXTILES LTD.
635 Tecumseh best.

Personnel Interviewed: I:rs. Shulgan, Secretary to the President

This was a small tailoring establishment producing workmen's

cotton g:.oves from cotton cloth. There was no process waste from this

plant. Vie sanitary waste in addition was fully treated in conjunction

with that from a bowling alley next door in a 100 population unit called

a Septirobic Sewage T.roatment Plant. The treated effluent from this unit
appeared to reach cornUied municipal sewers on Tecumseh Street.

s

e

t
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:JOIT 31.ZE RIE 1) LTD.
337 Salter We.

Personnel Interviewed: ;Ir. J. L. idinfield, Manager

Ir. G. L. Smith, Plant Engineer

This bakery produced mainly bread and leaven bums. The company

employed 50 p-3cple most of them truck drivers on a forty-two hour week,

five day a reek scheudle. ThF plant used approximately 9,500 gallons of

water per day. IIost of this was used to wash down the delivery trucks

each day. Smaller amounts replenished the fire system and was used for

boiler make-up. About 500 gallons went in the 25 batches of dough used to

produce 17,000 loaves each day. These wastes discharged along with domestic

sewage to the conbined sewer on palter Ave. This was basically a dry

industry.
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JOHN ,rfETH AMID BROTHER LTD.
2109 Ottawa, it.
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Personnel Interview(

Genera

ix. R. :lenaud, Iiaintenance Foreman

, r. D. Tweedell, Ir -charge -of -1 Lanufacturing

i'r. H. Sae, Frocesc Foreman

This company employ_,.ng appr,)ximately two hundred persons manu-

factured general pharmaceuticals and ':)aby foods. Plant operations on baby

food products were continuous twenty-.four hours per day, five days per week,

while the rest of the processes were usually carried on during the day shift.

Average water consumption was 32,9C0 gallons per day.

Operational !,Tastes:

The baby food processing had wastes very similar to dairy wash-up

water in that they resulted when equipment was rinsed free of waste processed

food largely formulated from dairy products. Volume of the wash-up was

about 1,000 gallons. About 10 gallons of sterilizing solution was also used

in cleaning out the apparatus and was then discharged to the drain. Further

wastes were derived from the washing of Amphojel, a sto*aach acid remedy.

The wash out process lasts from 8 to 3.6 hours per vat and the number of vats

draining may vary from one to nine. The washings of this product, at a rate

of 4 gallons per minute per vat contained mainly soluble chlorides and the

resultant saline waste was clear and colourless after prolonged percolation

through the product and draining throi:gh a filtercloth. Other uses of water

were limited to make-up water for boilers and the recirculating cooling water
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systems employed to produce refrigeration, and for other domestic uses.

SamD l ina :

Ci

Grab samples of the -rash-up water and sterilizing solution used in

cleaning equipment employed in manufacturing babj food were taken. In addi-

tion, the company forwarded a grab sample of the severed waste water from

the Amphoj-1 p.cocess. The samples were analysed for the suspected contamin-

ants.

Results:

The three samples on analyse3 gave the following analytical

results:

t

t
1. Sterilizing wash-up of centrifuge mixer
2. .lash-up water - bab.r food process
3. Amphojel washing watte water

S O L I D S Alkalinity Acidity Sodium Chloride-Code BOD Total Sus . Diss. ,! as CaCO, as CaCO., as Ila as Cl
1 72,000 233,890

, 199020 214t870 6.. 4 - 1068 - _ i

2 1,100 3,624 144 3,480 1-0.4 11,100 _ - -

3 2.0 25,680 - - 8,4 130

I

- 13,600

t

171996

1
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From the analytical results and the volumes the waste loading

produced by each dump discharge was cal3ulated in pounds.

Volume BOD Slisp. Solids Acidity Alkalinity_ as CaCOz as CaCO,
sterilizing solution 10 gal. 7,2 1.9 0.1 -

baby food prc :^ss 3.000 gal. 11.0 1.4 19.0

The volume of Amprojel washing seeped slowly to the plant sewers

and was not a batch discharge.

Summary :

The wastes from this plant do not appear to be sufficiently high

in contaminants that would adversely affoct a sewage treatment plant to

warrant the need for special consideration.


